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Public employee unions are a potentially
powerful force on the American labor scene. Fortune
,
in an article describing the growth in membership
of these unions states:
Government workers' unions, indeed, have
become the dynamic sector of the labor
movement. During the decade from 1956 to
1966, unions in private industry increased
their membership by only 12°6--less than the
growth in private employment. But unions
of federal, state, county, and municipal
employees boosted thei.r rolls by an
astounding 881;. . . .
A Business Week article with a similar theme comments:
. . . lately public employee union member-
ship has been rising at a rate of 1000 a
day- -without the intensive organizing that
was necessary to recruit blue -co liar
workers in the late 1930 's.
2
*Irwin Ross, "Those Newly Militant Government
Workers," Fortune, 78 (August, 1968), p. 104.
"Where Unions Have Most Growth Potential,"
Business Week (October 21, 1967), p. 77.

This article further states:
One out of 12 union members is now on a
government payroll and the percentage is
increasing. The greatest growth potential
in unions today is among government
employees- -one out of six workers in the
labor force is in the public sector.
A table showing the growth of public employee
union membership from 1956 until 1966, the latest
year for which figures have been published, aptly
dramatizes this trend.
TABLE 1
GROWTH TREND OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEE UNIONS
Unionized Public
Employees as a
Membership in Public Percentage of all







Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Handbook of Labor Statistics, 196 8,
Bulletin 1600 (Washington, D.C.: Government





Although the growth of public employee unions
has already been rapid, an enormous potential for further
rapid growth exists. As Professor Kassalow points out,
The proportion of union membership in govern-
ment as against other sectors is rising, but
it is still well behind what it might be if
the density of membership were as high in
government as in the private economy. . . .
To put it another way, if government were as
well unionized as manufacturing in the United
States, the number of union members in the
public sector would be more than 150 percent
greater.
4
This potential for continued growth confers an
increasingly important role upon public unions relative
to numbers of employees represented and to the develop-
ment of mutually acceptable bargaining relationships
with public employers.
Despite the growing importance of this segment
of the labor movement, there has been little research
into the attitudes held by members of their unions.
Little substantiated knowledge exists about the hopes,
aspirations, allegiances, and other attitudes of the
unionized public employee. This lack of information
becomes more critical as public employee unions grow
4 Everett M. Kassalow, "Canadian and U.S. White





more militant. One has only to review the recent
impasses of teachers in New York City; garbage
collectors in Memphis, Tennessee; and hospital workers
in Charleston, South Carolina; among others, to grasp
the ramifications of such a lack of understanding.
Little knowledge of membership attitudes coupled with
increasing union militancy has led to misunderstandings,
hostility, disruption of community services, and public
dissatisfaction. Accordingly, it becomes increasingly
important to make rigorous and in-depth analyses of
various attitudes of unionized public employees.
There are a number of ways to acquire insight
into public union member attitudes. One method is to
analyze various attitudes through the use of an
attitudinal survey. This sort of inquiry could be made
even more effective were the attitudes to be surveyed
similar to attitudes that have been scrutinized in the
private sector. Private sector employee attitudes
concerning many subjects have been thoroughly studied in
the past and several consistent patterns have been found.
Generally comparing the results of private sector stud
with the attitudes found of employees in the public
sector would be a logical and efficient method of analys

A number of a pri ori reasons exist, however,
which indicate that public sector employee attitudes
may, indeed, not be similar. Some of them are:
1. Public sector employees often have
relatively generous provisions guarding against economic
insecurity. Job descriptions, wage and salary scales,
fringe benefits, retirement programs, and other such
provisions are often statutory in nature. Usually
the terms and conditions of employment are outlined in
administrative law, and, at a minimum, have at least
been established through precedent.
2. There exists a widely accepted notion that
those who work for the public should not strike
against the public.
3. Perceptual differences among private and
public sector employees as to the relative power
balance between union and employer could affect enployee
attitudes. A public employee might perceive that the
power structure and financial resources of the government
as an employer would negate equal bargaining positions
5 Sterling D. Spero, Government as Employer
(New York: Rcmscn Press, 19-18), p. 4.

in negotiations. This type of attitude indicates that
a public employee may perceive his union to be an
ineffective instrument for attaining its desired goals.
4. Union-employer relationships have not
matured in the public sector to the same degree that
6
they have m the private sector. This could conceivably
affect attitude patterns of public employees in that
they may not feel confidence in existing collective
bargaining relationships.
Research should therefore be undertaken to
ascertain whether these a priori assumptions are
fallacious or sound. If it can be shown that the
attitudes of public employees are generally comparable
to the attitudes of those employed in the private
sector, then this implies that the immense body of
knowledge which exists relative to private sector
employees could also be extended to include individuals
working in the public sector.
This study will attempt to sec if certain
well-documented and thoroughly substantiated attitudes
6 IIarry A. Donoian, "The AFGE and the AGSCME:
Labor's Hope for the Future?," I- !')o r Law Journ al
,
XVIII (December, 1967), pp. 7 27

held by private sector employees also characterize public
employees. One of these attitudes is that which concerns
an employee's allegiance to his union and employer.
William F. Whyte has written "the theory of dual
allegiance is perhaps the most thoroughly demonstrated
7
proposition that we have in human relations in industry."
A second major set of attitudes to be analyzed are those
which concern an employee's perception of the work group
with which he may be associated.
Analysis of these attitudes will be accomplished
by studying a selected group of unionized public
employees. Once conclusions have been made and discussed,
observations about their relation to earlier findings
in the private sector will be made in Chapter VI,
"Implications of Research."
Synopsis of Broad Objectives
and Methods of Analysis
This introduction has observed that there are
various reasons which might cause attitude patterns of
public and private sector employees to differ. Because
7 William Foote Whytc, Men at Work (Homewood
,





8of the surging growth in public unionism, it should be
clear to the most casual of observers that knowledge of
these differences, if any do exist, should be acquired.
Negotiation techniques and operating procedures
developed for private sector employees will not satisfy
public employees who possess different goals, aspira-
tions, and attitudes. However, if there is little or no
difference among these attitudinal dimensions, then this
implies that the large body of knowledge concerning
employee relations in the private sector will probably
also be applicable to public sector employees.
Analysis of attitude patterns, for the purposes
of this study, will take two forms.
1 . Analysis of Allegiances toward Union and
Employer . Allegiances can generally be categorized
into a four cell paradigm (see Figure 1)
.
Studies in the private sector have substantiated
this pattern of allegiances to union and employer. These
studies have also shown that where union- employe
r
relationships are considered to be hostile, unilateral
allegiance or dual disallegiance occurs. In amiable or







toward both Anti -union;
employer and i.e., unilat-
union; i.e., eral alleg-








Fig. 1 .- -Allegiances toward union and employer
This study will analyze allegiance patterns of a
selected group of unionized public employees.
2 . Analysis of Employees' Perceptions of their
Work Groups . Stogdill has conducted extensive studies
8
concerning these perceptions in the private sector.
Ralph M. Stogdill, I ndividual Be havior and Group
Achievement (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959),
pp. 199-27 2; Team Achievement Under High Motivation
(Columbus: Ohio State University Bureau of Business
Research Monograph No. 113, 1963), pp. 1-92; tanagers ,
Employees, Organizations (Columbus: Ohio State University
Bureau of Business Research Monograph No. 125, 1965);
"Work Group Descriptions, Manual of Directions" (Columbus
Ohio State University Bureau of Business Research, 1965),
pp. 1-4. (Mimeographed.); "The Structure of nization
Behavior," Multivariate irch , II
(January, 1967), pp. 47-62; and "Bas pts for a






This study will compare data for public employees with
that uncovered by Stogdill in his previous studies.
The broad objective of this research therefore
is to determine empirically attitude patterns of a
selected group of public employees concerning their:
(1) union allegiance; (2) employer allegiance; (3) dual
allegiance; (4) dual disallegiance; and (5) work group
perceptual characteristics.
The results of this empirical analysis will be
considered applicable to those unionized public employees
who participated in the study. Chapter VI, "Implications
of Research/' will discuss the implications and possible
ramifications of these results. If comparison of the
specific analysis of unionized public employee attitudes
demonstrates marked similarities with various attitudes
already known to exist among unionized private sector
employees, then the implication is that public and pri-
vate sector employees do not differ substantially in their
attitudes toward their unions, employers, and work groups.
Summary




PUBLI C EMPLOYEE UNIONS
characterized by:
1. Rapid growth.















A great deal of knowledge
exists concerning private
employees' attitudes.
The concept of dual alleg-
iance enjoys wide support.
In a harmonious environment,
dual allegiance exists. In
a hostile environment uni-
lateral allegiance or dual
disallegiance exists.




STEPS IN A STUDY F UNI ONIZED PUBLIC
EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE PATTERNS
Patterns of allegiance will be analyzed for a
specific group of unionized public employees.
Perceptions of work group characteristics for
this group of employees will also be analyzed.
Specific conclusions will be drawn for this
group of unionized public employees as to their
attitude patterns and work group perceptions.
Comments generalized from these conclusions
will be discussed. General comparisons of
private and public sector employee attitudes
will be made.




Chapter I indicated in general terms the
direction this study will take in order to attain its
research objectives. Chapter II is addressed to the
study's specific dimensions, constraints, and limitations.
Statement of the Problem
As has been indicated, one set of attitudes to
be analyzed in this study is the unionized public
employee's allegiances to his union and employer.
Investigating allegiances to two such diverse institu-
tions as these has been vigorously, albeit sporadically,
researched in the private sector over the past two
decades. One of the questions that researchers have
attempted to answer is that concerning what is union
and employer allegiance.
Purcell considers private sector employer
allegiance to be "general satisfaction with the company




toward the company as an institution", or "general
approval of the company and its policies."
Purcell goes on to state that:
. . . the term allegiance does not mean
complete satisfaction with every aspect of
the company, with the pay, job, wage-
incentive system, with plant leadership and
foremen, with chances for advancement and
opportunities for one's children, and general
working conditions. . . . Dissatisfaction with
some of the above categories is still
compatible with a favorable attitude toward
the company.
Purcell defines union allegiance as "general
satisfaction with the union as an institution", or
"belief in the necessity for a union in the plant",
3
or "approval of the union as an institution."
Finally, he considers dual allegiance ". . .
means acceptance of the company as an institution
(and therefore acceptance of its existence and primary
objectives), and acceptance of the union as an
institution ."
Theodore V. Purcell, The Worker Speaks His
Mind on C ompany and Union (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1953)
, pp. 77-78.
? 3z Ibid .
,






Other author's definitions have generally
paralleled those of Father Purcell. Where differences
exist, they are of degree rather than of kind. The
Illini City Studies specify that company allegiance is
allegiance to top management, the work force, employ-
ment conditions, the job and the union-management
situation in general. A positive response to questions
falling within these areas denotes private sector
employer allegiance. Positive responses to various
questions concerning unions indicate private sector
union allegiance.
England defines high morale as high employer
allegiance. To assess union allegiance, England
sought attitudes toward unionism in general and the
local union situation.
Wass equated employer allegiance to favorable
feeling toward management in general. To determine
union allegiance, Wass sought attitudes which were
W. Ellison Chalmers, Labor-Manag ement Relations
in Illin i City (Champaign: Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, University of Illinois, Vol. II,
1954), pp. 31-58.
6 Ccorge W. England, "Dual Allegiance to Company









either for or against the basic need for a union.
The thread of continuity which runs through every
attempt to define employer or union allegiance is that
of a "general acceptance" of each institution by employees.
This conceptualization of "general acceptance" of union
and employer as an institution does not vary substantially
among authors.
Therefore, for the purposes of this study, similar
conceptualizations of allegiance to employer and to union
are made.
Union allegiance is considered to be general
approval of the existence of the union, its goals and
objectives, and the policies set forth to implement the
objectives. In other words, union allegiance is general
acceptance of the union as an institution. Employer
allegiance is considered to be a favorable attitude
toward general working conditions, a general acceptance
of the employer-employee relationship, general approval
of the terms and conditions of employment, and basic
agreement with the policies of the employer. In short,
7
Donald Leo Wass, "The Relationship Between
Attitudes Toward Union and Ma ;ement" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Purdue University, 1962).

16
employer allegiance is a general acceptance of the
employer as an institution. Dual allegiance is a
synthesis of these two attitudes. It can be considered
to be a general approval of the existence, basic
objectives, and overall policies of both union and
employer. An employee exhibiting dual allegiance
views the employment environment in its aggregative
sense. Various favorable perceptions relating to the
union and employer combine to form a favorable outlook
toward the overall employment milieu. In concise
terms, dual allegiance is the simultaneous general
acceptance of both union and employer as institutions.
With the allegiance concept established, the
problems to be analyzed in this study are:
1. Is there any measurable allegiance of a
selected group of unionized public employees to their
union, and to their employer? Does dual allegiance
exist among them and is its measurement compatible
with previous research?
2. Are there any measurable differences in
these allegiances by this group of unionized public




3. Are there any measurable differences in these
allegiances by this group of unionized public employees
based upon their perceptions of:
a) the harmony existing between union
and employer;
b) who the employer actually is; and
c) the relative balance of power
between union and employer?
4. What are some of the perceptions these
unionized public employees hold concerning the
characteristics of their work groups and are these
perceptual characteristics compatible with previous
research?
5. Are there any relationships between their
work group perceptions and their allegiance measure-
ments?
Relevant Re search Relating
to the Problem
An analysis of the research which deals with
allegiance patterns in the private sector can best
be depicted as shown in Figure 3.

18
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Pig. 3. --Research concerning allegiance patterns
toward employer and union in the private sector. 3
Study titles can be found in the bibliography.
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A brief review of each of these studies follows
1
.
Conflict Environment, Non-Union Employees :
o
a) Wass (1962): V/ass studied blue-collar
workers and a smaller group of white-
collar workers in a metal parts manu-
facturing company. His research showed
a significant inverse correlation of
attitudes toward the union seeking
representation and three different
management levels, i.e., he found the
existence of unilateral allegiance.




a) Paone (1960) : Paone studied an
engineers' professional union. His
conclusions were that 43 percent of the
members had union allegiance and no
company allegiance; 10 percent had
company allegiance and no union
allegiance; 38 percent had dual
allegiance; and 9 percent had no
g
Wass, "Relationship Between Attitudes."
9
Francis X. Paone, "The Attitude Patterns of




allegiance whatsoever to either
company or union.
b) England (I960): 10 England's
longitudinal study dealt with one
professional craft union and one
retail clerks local. The early
portion of the study was taken
during a strike vote while the
latter portion was conducted six
months later when the crisis had
lessened somewhat. His results
indicated that workers demonstrated
a tendency toward unilateral alle-
giance.
11
c) LaPoint (1954) : LaPoint showed
that in an industrial blue-collar
environment which is deeply split
into hostile factions over union
issues, the large majority of
10England, "Dual Allegiance."
11 John 1). LaPoint, "Attitudes of Union and Non-
union Workers Toward Union and Management" (unpublished







12 This study was
a college economics course term
project. Although there were only
38 respondents of the 73 surveyed,
the overwhelming results indicated
that unilateral allegiance existed
in a small industrial plant during
the period when a strike vote was
being taken.
13
e) Purcell (1953): Purcell drew the
following conclusions about
industrial blue-collar workers at
Chicago's Swift and Company meat-
packing plant during a period
when relations between union
members and the union leadership
were tense: 73 percent expressed
12England, "Dual Allegiance," p. 21, citing
L. C. Anderson, "A Study of Dual Allegiance" (unpub-
lished rcseracli project for Economics 25.1, University
of Minnesota, 1955), p. 25.
13Purcell, "Worker Speaks His Mind."

22
dual allegiance; 13 percent were
favorable to the union but
unfavorable to the company; 13
percent were favorable to the
company but unfavorable to the
union; one-half percent were
neutral to both; and no one was
unfavorable to both.
3. Harmonious Environment, Union Employees :
a) Purcell (I960): 14 Purcell's 1960
study was essentially an expansion of
his 1953 study. Industrial, blue-
collar workers at Swift and Company's
Chicago, Kansas City, and East St.
Louis plants were surveyed. The
results were:
(1) Chicago -- same as 1953 study.
(2) East St. Louis -- 99 percent
of the members expressed dual
allegiance; 1 percent were
favorable to the union but
14Thcodore V. Purcell, Blue Coll ar Man
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960).

23
unfavorable to the company.
(3) Kansas City -- 78 percent of
the members expressed dual
allegiance; 11 percent were
favorable to the union but
unfavorable to the company;
7 percent were favorable to
the union and neutral to the
company; and 4 percent were
favorable to the company and
neutral to the union,
b) Chalmers (1953, 1954) : 15 ' 16
Chalmers focused on other areas in
addition to dual allegiance. A
general conclusion concerning
employee allegiances is that if the
union-company "climate" is "good",
workers will generally express dual
W. Ellison Chalmers, Labor -Manag ement Relations
in Illin i Ci ty, Vol. I (Champaign: Institute of Labor
and Industrial Relations, University of Illinois, 1953).
16




allegiance. With any "climate" less
than "good", dual allegiance will
not be prevalent.
1 7
c) Seidman, et al . (1958): Seidman
and his colleagues studied four
blue-collar industrial, one craft, and
one white-collar local. The environ-
ments were mostly harmonious. The
authors found a significant percentage
of the membership expressing dual
allegiance in five of the six locals.
A general conclusion was that dual
allegiance is very probable in American
society.
d) Rosen and Rosen (1955)
:
18 The subjects
in this book were members of one
district in the International Associa-
tion of Machinists. The authors
17
Joel Seidman, et al . , The V/orkcr Views His
Union (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958)
1 8
lljalmar Rosen and R. A. Hudson Rosen, The





concluded that the district was
largely representative of the union
and the results should be generalized
accordingly. Eighty-five percent of
the respondents stated the company
they worked for was a good place to
work and 67 percent felt that their




industrial blue-collar workers in
three plants. The environment was
very harmonious in one, arms length
bargaining in another, and somewhat
hostile in the third. She found
high degrees of dual allegiance
(she used the term "dual loyalty")
in all three plants.
f) Miller and Rosen (1957)
:
20 The
l^Lois Dean, "Union Activity and Dual Loyalty,"
Industrial and Labor Relations Review , VII (July, 1954),
pp. 526-536.
20 Glcnn W. Miller and Ned Rosen, "Members
Attitudes Toward the Shop Steward," I ndustrial and Labor
Relations Review, X (July, 1967), pp. 516-S31.

26
authors analyzed unskilled and
semi-skilled industrial blue-collar
workers' attitudes toward their shop
steward. The results were that
workers generally support unionism.
Dual allegiance is possible, but,
in the event of a strike, workers
would most likely support their
union,
g) Gottlieb and Kerr (1950)
:
21 The
authors found a +.74 product-
moment coefficient of correlation
between attitudes favorable to the
union and attitudes favorable to
management among industrial blue-
collar workers.
22
h) Tannenbaum and Kahn (1958): The
authors found decrees of dual
2 Bertram Gottlieb and Willard A. Kerr, "An
Experiment in Industrial Harmony," Personnel Psychology
,
III (Winter, 1950), pp. 445-453.
22
Arnold S. Tannenbaum and Robert L. Kahn,
Parti cip ati on in Union Locals (Evans ton , Illinois: Row
,
Peterson and Company, 1958).

27
allegiance on the part of both
active and inactive union members





that industrial, blue-collar auto
workers recognize the necessary
interdependence of union and
company. Accordingly, Katz
concluded that dual allegiance
would flourish in a cooperative
union-company environment.
These private sector studies have found that
cooperation between union and employer tends to structure
worker attitudes along integrative rather than divisive
lines. Where harmony exists, dual allegiance tends to
exist. Where conflict is found, unilateral allegiance
tends to be prevalent. Stagner's comments are
pertinent here:
. . . the following generalization is based on
Daniel Katz, "The Attitude Survey Approach,"





Arthur Kornhauser (Champaign, [llinois: Industrial
Relations Research Association, 1949), pp. 63-70.

28
the data now available. With a new union, or
if a strong conflict situation exists, workers
are pulled to one side or another. They can
achieve some feeling of security only by align-
ing themselves with management or with the
union. After the collective bargaining
relationship has been established for some
time, and after memories of hostilities have
faded, dual allegiance becomes possible.
Essentially, it is assumed to depend on a
tendency for people to perceive a situation
as a whole--to see the work situation, for
example, as a unit rather than sharply
differentiating the union role from the
management role. . . . Apparently this
psychological tendency will favor kinds of
interactions moving towards harmonious
industrial relations . ^4
The bases for this generalization are results of
studies with the private sector. The applicability of
this generalization to the public sector must still be
dealt with, however. A survey of the literature reveals
no research regarding patterns of allegiance in the
public sector. Father Purcell writes:
. . . as far as I know, there has been little
research in this area with relevance to
workers in the public employment sector.
Hence, it would seem as though your proposed
research would not be duplicating other
research but would be breaking fresh ground.
In general, I think we do need to get a
24
Ross Stagner, The Psychology of Indu strial





better understanding of the attitude of public
employees .
"
Much research dealing with work group perceptual
characteristics has been carried on by Stogdill. His
work group descriptions yield subscores of work group
cohesiveness, productivity, loyalty to the company, and
drive and enthusiasm. Some of the relationships that
7 f\
Stogdill has shown from surveying the literature and
7 7by conducting his own studies are that:
1. productivity and drive tend to be positively
related;
2. productivity and cohesiveness tend to be
negatively related; and
3. drive and cohesiveness may be either
positively or negatively related.
The perceptions of work groups tend to vary
depending upon who the describer is; i.e., foremen,
executives, or hourly employees. For hourly employees,
for example, the means for each of the four descriptions
Letter from Theodore V. Purccll, S. J.;
Director, Cambridge Center for Social Studies,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, November 5, 1968.
Stogdill, Behavior and Croup Ach tevement .
2 7 • •Stogdill, Ma i rs, Employees, Or i t ions

30
indicate favorable or highly favorable perceptions of
28
each work group characteristic. Although Professor
Stogdill indicates there are no norms for these
characteristics, 9 a general comparison of the results
of this study and Stogdill's results just mentioned
will be made to determine if work group characteristics
are similarly intercorrelated and are likewise perceived
as being favorable.
Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made for
this study:
1. Employee attitudes can be effectively
measured by a written questionnaire. This assumption
is widely accepted and the techniques for its
implementation arc discussed by such authors as Edwards
in , • 30and Oppenheim.
2. The degree of conflict in a union- employer
environemnt can be determined by ascertaining




30Allen L. Edwards, Techniqu es of A" tie
Construction (New York: App I Ccntur\ , ' .,
19 S7) and A. N. Oppenheim, »' <[




respondents' perceptions of the employment environment.
A major conclusion of the Wass study was that knowledge
of a group's perception of the organizational climate,
rather than more factual knowledge of existing
harmonious or hostile labor-management relations, leads
to more fruitful predictions of the relationships of
71
attitudes toward union and employer.
3. Respondents' answers concerning personal
data will be sufficiently accurate to make further
verification unnecessary.
Research Model
The hypotheses under analysis will be tested
32
using the following three-staged research model
(see Figures 4, 5, and 6).
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses are posed.
I. A. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' allegiances to their
7 1
Wass, "Relationship Between Attitudes," pp.
54-56.
32 B. 0. Smith, "A Concept of Teaching Teachers,
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union and employer. This hypothesis
is derived from the studies of Purcell,
Chalmers, Dean, Gottleib and Kerr,
Rosen and Rosen, Miller and Rosen,
Tannenbaum and Kahn, and Katz, all
previously cited and described, which
demonstrated this hypothesis to be
true in the private sector.
II. A. Hypotheses relating to union allegiance:
1. A positive correlation exists
between how long respondents have
belonged to a union and their
union allegiance. This hypothesis
is based upon a statement made in
the Seidman, e t a 1
.
study. Scidman
and his colleagues state that their
interviews indicated a wide
variety of factors influence a
worker's view of unionism, includ-









2. An inverse correlation exists
between how long respondents
have worked as public employees
and their union allegiance. This
hypothesis is derived from Purcell's
1960 study in which lie demonstrated
that a long service private sector
employee exhibits lower union
allegiance than does a short service
employee.
3. An inverse correlation exists
between respondents' ages and their
union allegiance. This hypothesis
is derived from the relationship
existing between service as an
employee and union allegiance
35
v/hich was reported by Purccll.
Because long service employees
are also generally older employees,
it appears to this author that there
34




is a distinct parallel between
Purcell's results relating service
and union allegiance with this
study's hypothesis which relates
age and union allegiance.
4. A higher proportion of male
respondents exhibit union
allegiance than females. This
hypothesis is derived from
Purcell's 1953 study in which he
demonstrated that a higher propor-
tion of male employees exhibited
union allegiance than did females.
5. A higher proportion of married
respondents exhibit union allegiance
than unmarried ones. Tannenbaum
and Kahn revealed in their study
that in the private sector, there
is a significant difference in
37
union activity and marital status.
36 Purcell, "Worker Speaks His Mind," p. 146.





It appears to this author that there
is a distinct parallel between level
of union activity and degree of
union allegiance.
6. An inverse correlation exists between
respondents' skill levels and their
union allegiance. This hypothesis
is based on results obtained in the
Il lini City study. It was found in
this study that there was an inverse
rank-order correlation coefficient
between worker attitudes towards
unions and skill level of the work
force. 38
7. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' union activity
and their union allegiance. This
hypothesis is derived from results
obtained in the Dean study. Dean
found that this relationship
7 O







was true in the private sector.
8. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' perception of
the union- employer relative power
balance and their union allegiance.
This hypothesis is based on results
obtained in the Illini City study.
It was found that relative bargain-
ing strength of a union is an
important determinant of union
40influence in the private sector.
9. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' perception of
union- employer harmony and their
union allegiance. This hypothesis
is based upon results obtained in
the I llini City study. It was found
that extent of union influence was an
important determinant of attitudinal
climate . 41
39Dean, "Activity and Loyalty," p. 536.






10. Proportionally, a smaller number of
respondents who perceive their
employer to be the "foreman" have
union allegiance than those who per-
ceive their employer to have
greater social distance, such as the
city manager, or to be less tangible,
such as the general public. It
appears to this author that there is
a parallel between this hypothesis
and a finding of the Wass study that
the perception of employer in the
private sector was "middle management."
The implication is that as the
employer is perceived as being less
personal, the union tends to assume
1 O
an increasingly important role.'
B. Hypotheses relating to employer
allegiance:
1. An inverse correlation exists between
how long respondents have belonged to




their union and their employer
allegiance. This hypothesis is
based upon a statement made in the
Seidman, et al . study. Seidman
and his colleagues state that their
interviews indicated a wide variety
of factors influence a worker's view
of his union and employer, including
how long he has belonged to a union.
2. A positive correlation exists between
how long respondents have worked as
public employees and their employer
allegiance. This hypothesis is
derived from Purcell's 1953 study in
which he demonstrated that a long-
service private sector employee
exhibits higher employer allegiance
than does a short- service employee.
3. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' ages and their emplo;
4 3S e idm an , et al . , Th e V/or ker Vie ws His Union.
44Purcell, "Worker Speaks His Mind," p. 79.
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allegiance. This hypothesis is
derived from the relationship
existing between service as an
employee and employer allegiance
45
which was reported by Purcell.
Since long-service employees are
also generally older employees,
it appears to this author that
there is a distinct parallel between
Purcell's results relating service
and employer allegiance with this
study's hypothesis which relates
age and employer allegiance.
4. A lower proportion of male respondents
exhibit employer allegiance than
females. This hypothesis is derived
from Purcell's 1055 study in which
he demonstrated that a lower porpor-
tion of male employees exhibited
employer allegiance than did
i 46iles.
45 Ibid. 46 Ibid.
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5. A higher proportion of married
respondents exhibit employer
allegiance than unmarried ones.
Purcell makes a statement that
a number of variables, including
marital status, could affect
workers' attitudes toward their
j i 47union and employer.
6. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' skill levels
and their employer allegiance.
This hypothesis is based on
results obtained in the Illini City
study. It was found in this study
that there was a positive and
significant rank-order correlation
coefficient between worker attitudes
towards his company and the skill
4 8level of the work force.
47
Ibid




4 Q lmers, Labor Mai tent R Lons , 1954,
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7. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' union activity
and their employer allegiance. This
hypothesis is derived from results
obtained in the Dean study. Dean
found that this relationship was
49true in the private sector.
8. A positive correlation exists
between respondents' perception of
the union-employer relative power
balance and their employer allegiance.
This hypothesis is derived from the
study conducted by Purcell in which
he revealed that long-service employees
tend to be generally satisfied with
their employer and are generally
opposed to striking when exercising
union power.
9. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' perception of
49 Dean, "Activity and Loyalty."
50Purcell, Blue Collar Man, pp. 223-224.
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union- employer harmony and their
employer allegiance. This hypothesis
is based upon results obtained in
the Illini City study. These results
revealed that employees who perceive
that a harmonious attitudinal climate
exists tend to give favorable reports
about their company.^
10. Proportionally, a larger number of
respondents who perceive their
employer to be the "foreman" have
employer allegiance than those who
perceive the employer to have
greater social distance, such as the
city manager, or to be less tangible,
such as the general public. It
appears to this author that there
is a parallel between this hypothesis
and a finding of the l.'ass study that
the perception of employer in the
private sector was "middle-management."




The implication is that as the
employer becomes more impersonal,
the level of allegiance to the
employer decreases.
C. Hypotheses relating to dual allegiance:
1. An inverse correlation exists
between how long respondents have
belonged to a union and their dual
allegiance. This hypothesis is
derived from Purcell's 1953 study in
which he demonstrated that long-
service workers have relatively low
levels of dual allegiance due to
their general dissatisfaction with
unionism. It appears to this
author that there is a parallel
between length of membership in a
union and length of service as a
public employee. It is therefore
felt that a relationship similar
52
Wass, "Relationship Between Attitudes."
Purcell, "Worker Speaks His Mind," pp. 263- \
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to the above hypothesis may be
found.
2. An inverse correlation exists
between how long respondents
have worked as public employees
and their dual allegiance. This
hypothesis is derived from Purcell's
1953 study in which he demonstrated
that long-service private sector
employees exhibit lower levels of




3. An inverse correlation exists between
respondents' ages and their dual
allegiance. This hypothesis is
derived from Purcell's 1953 study in
which he demonstrated that long-
service private sector employees
exhibit lower levels of dual
allegiance than short-service
employees. Since long-service
54 Ibid. 55 Ibid.
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employees are also generally older
employees, it appears to this
author that there is a distinct
parallel between Purcell's results
relating service and dual allegiance
with this study's hypothesis which
relates age and dual allegiance.
4. A higher proportion of male
respondents exhibit dual allegiance
than females. This hypothesis is
derived from Purcell's 1953 study
in which he demonstrated that a
higher proportion of male employees
exhibited dual allegiance than did
females
.
5. A higher proportion of married
respondents exhibit dual allegiance
than unmarried ones. Purccll makes
a statement that variables such as
marital status could affect workers'
attitudes toward their union and
r n
employer. Tannenbaum and Kahn





found a significantly higher
proportion of active union members
to be married than unmarried. °°
Assuming that a high level of union
activity indicates a favorable
attitude or allegiance to one's
union, then marital status may also
tend to affect dual allegiance in
the same manner that it affects union
allegiance.
6. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' skill levels and their
dual allegiance. This hypothesis is
based on results obtained in the
Illini City study. It was found in
this study that foremen exhibited
higher product-moment coefficients
of correlation relative to satisfac-
tion with union and employer than did
rank and file workers. *
p. 54
.
^Tannenbaum and Kahn, P articipation, pp. 7 4-78.
•^Chalmers, Labor-Management Relations , 19 54,
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7. A positive correlation exists
betv/ecn respondents' union activity
and their dual allegiance. This
hypothesis is derived from results
obtained in the Dean study. Dean
found that this relationship was
true in the private sector. °^
8. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' perception of the union-
employer relative power balance and
their dual allegiance. This
hypothesis is based on results
obtained in the I llini City study.
It was found that a general relation-
ship existed between attitudinal
climate and employees' perception of
the bargaining power of the union.
9. A positive correlation exists between
respondents' perception of union-
employer harmony and their dual
p. 241.
60 Dcan, "Activity and Loyalty."
Chalmers, Labor-Management Relations , 1954,
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allegiance. This hypothesis is based
on results obtained in the I llini
City study. It v/as found that when
employees were achieving their goals
to a satisfactory extent, then they
developed favorable attitudes toward
their union and companies. 2 It
appears to this author that there is
a parallel in this finding with this
study's hypothesis relating perception
of harmony to dual allegiance. If
an employee is achieving his goals
through the efforts of the union
and under the auspices of his company,
then it would seem that a harmonious
climate, conducive to the existence
of dual allegiance, would probably
prevail.
10. Proportionally, a smaller number of
respondents who perceive their






have dual allegiance than those
who perceive the employer to have
greater social distance, such as
the City Manager, or to be less
tangible, such as the general public.
It appears to this author that there
is a parallel between this hypothesis
and a finding of the Wass study that
the perception of employer in the
private sector was "middle
management.' The implication is
that as the employer is perceived
as being less personal, then the
union tends to assume an increasingly
important role in order to counteract
a depersonalized management.
III. A. Classif icatory data, respondent perceptual
data, and work group descriptions have
hypothesized relationships as specified
below. The author has phrased each as
a null hypothesis, departing from the
63
Wass, "Relationship Between Attitudes."
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format heretofore presented, since no
known studies address themselves
specifically to these hypotheses in
the public sector.
1. No correlation exists between how
long respondents have belonged to





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
2. No correlation exists between how
long respondents have worked as




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
3. No correlation exists between
respondents' ages and their
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perceptions of work group:
a) cohesiveness,
b) productivity,
c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
4. Proportionally, there is no
difference in the responses of male
and female respondents relative to
their perceptions of work group:
a) cohesiveness,
b) productivity,
c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
5. Proportionally, there is no
difference in the responses of
married and unmarried respondents





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
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6. No correlation exists between
respondents' skill levels and their




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
7. No correlation exists between
respondents' union activity and
their perceptions of work group:
a) cohesiveness,
b) productivity,
c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
No correlation exists between
respondents' perception of the
union-employer relative power




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
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9. No correlation exists between
respondents' perception of
union-employer harmony and their




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
10. Proportionally, there is no
difference in who respondents
perceive their employer to be and
their perceptions of work group:
a) cohesiveness,
b) productivity,
c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
11. There are no significant inter-
correlations among respondents'
perceptions of work group:
a) cohesiveness,
b) productivity,
c) loyalty to employer, and
cl) drive and enthusiasm.
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IV. The null hypotheses stated below serve to
relate hypothetically the dependent variables
of allegiances with the dependent variables
of work group descriptions:
A. No correlation exists between respondents
who have dual allegiance and their




3. loyalty to employer, and
4. drive and enthusiasm.
B. No correlation exists between respondents
who have unilateral allegiance (i.e., high
union allegiance and low employer




3. loyalty to employer, and
4. drive and enthusiasm.
C. No correlation exists between respondents
who have unilateral allegiance (i.e., low
union allegiance and high 'oyer
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3. loyalty to employer, and
4. drive and enthusiasm.
D. No correlation exists between respondents
who have dual disallegiance and their
perceptions of work group:
1. cohesiveness,
2. productivity,
3. loyalty to employer, and
4. drive and enthusiasm.
Limita tions of Study
This study embodies certain limitations as
described below:
1. No outside grant was sought nor awarded for
this research. The United States Navy did make available
to the author some funds for typing services and postage
costs. Accordingly, the study was limited in scope to




2. This study was conducted with selected members
of one district council in the states of Ohio and
Kentucky. The results of the study arc gencralizable to
those who responded to the survey. Yet, a union expert
(Mr. Thomas A. Morgan; Director, Council 8, Ohio Public
Employees Union, AFSCME; union lobbyist; and a former
director of organization for the AFSCME International)
has advised the author that Council 51 is a typical,
well-organized council of the international union.
Therefore, without generalizing beyond the respondents,
the implication that similarly structured and well-
organized councils would encounter similar attitude
patterns among its members as does District Council 8
is strong. If dual allegiance, for example, can be
shown to exist among these public sector respondents,
then this fact can be considered a compelling indication
that dual allegiance exists among other state, county,
and municipal employees who work elsewhere under
similar environmental conditions. This, in turn, might
lead one to surmise that non- federal public employees
possess similar psychological characteristics as do
private sector employees since they share the well
established attitude of dual allegiance. Furthermore,
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the respondents in the study, as subsequent chapters will
reveal, bear general demographic similarities to the
interviewees of, for example, Purccll's 1960 study.
Accordingly, one may assume that the respondents do not
differ substantially from other public union members or
from private sector unions of generally similar composi-
tion. Limitations of this study do not offer an
opportunity to explore this assumption in greater detail,
however. Therefore, although the specific results of
this study are definitive of the survey respondents and
must, perforce, be limited to them, a broad range of
implications can be speculated about, many being
eminently suitable for extensive further research.
3. There was no face-to-face interview with any
of the respondents. Additionally, there were only two
questions which could be considered "open-ended." It
is just possible that some respondents would have
replied differently in an interview situation or with
greater latitude allowed for their responses.
4. Mailing addresses of respondents were
provided by the Council 51 headquarters in Cincinnati,
Ohio. Their mailing list is updated monthly by e
64Purcell, Blue Collar Man, pp. 19-55.
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local union. Yet, of 600 questionnaires mailed, 32,
or approximately 5 percent, were returned to the
sender with notations of "wrong address" or "moved,
not forwardable" . The Council 51 staff has informed
the author that certain members purposely will not
reveal their home address for various personal reasons.
Being unable to contact this percentage of the selected
sample could possibly lead to slightly biased findings.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODOLOGY
Res earch Setting
The population of this study is comprised of the
membership of Cincinnati District Council 51, AFSCME,
AFL-CIO. The unionized public employees who make up
this population range in occupations from charwoman,
to pharmacist, to water supply electrical engineer.
In other words , it is highly heterogeneous in skill
level, educational background, ethnic composition, wage
scales, union experience, and residential locale.
Perusing the list of 26 local unions (representing 28
separate categories of workers) which comprise the
council membership offers some insight into the
heterogeneous composition of this organization.
Local 190 Cincinnati Municipal Garage
and Lane Employees





Local 223 Cincinnati Foremen-Supervisors -
Inspectors
Local 232 Cincinnati Board of Education
Employees
Local 237 Covington (Kentucky) City Employees
Local 240 Cincinnati Municipal Employees
Local 250 Cincinnati Public Works Employees
Local 282 Cincinnati Zoological Society
Employees
Local 286 Newport (Kentucky) City Employees
Local 433 Hamilton County Employees
Local 468 Hamilton City 6, Butler County
School Employees
Local 475 Hamilton City Employees
Local 678 Creator Louisville (Kentucky)
Public Employees
Local 771 Ironton City Employees
Local 777 Hamilton County Welfare Employees
Local 856 Middletov/n City Employees
Local 898 Cincinnati Workhouse Employees
Local 905 Kenton County (Kentucky) Employees




Local 1039 Portsmouth City Iimployees
Local 1093 Hamilton County Municipalities
Employees
Local 1354 Scioto County Iimployees
Local 1531 Northern Kentucky Public Employees
Local 1543 Cincinnati Clerical -Technical-
Professional Employees
Local 1544 Hamilton County Road Employees
Local 1683 Louisville (Kentucky) Water
Company Employees
Sample
The total membership of Cincinnati District Council
51, as of March, 1969, was approximately 5,700. To
determine an appropriate sample size, the following
assumptions were made:
1. The major hypothesis being analyzed concerns
measuring dual allegiance. As there are no studies
which reveal what proportion of this population might
possess the dual allegiance characteristic, it was
determined that using Purcell's proportion of 0.73
would serve as a reasonable estimate. The technique
Purcell, Worker S] ks rid, p. 163,
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of estimation of proportions is considered statistically
2
sound by Cochran.' Cochran also observes that since
more than one characteristic is usually measured in a
sample, the various calculations of proportions lead
to a series of conflicting values of n, depending upon
3
the desired degree of precision. Accordingly, it was
concluded that the most meaningful proportion to use
in this study would be that one which best characterized
the major hypothesis.
2. The significance level used for this study
is . 05
.
3. An assumption was made that the random sample
proportion (p) would be normally distributed about the
4population proportion (P)
.
4. A ± 5 ?o risk that p = 0.73 was inaccurate
was considered acceptable due to cost considerations.
A lesser percentage of risk would have substantially
increased the sample size.
2
W. G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques (New York:






Ibid., p. 52. (Cochran states ". . . the chosen
value of n must be appraised to sec whether it: is con
tent with the resources available to take the pie.")
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Using these factors, it v/as then determined that
if p equalling 0.73 v/as to be at the 95 percent
confidence level, and if p is assumed to be normally
distributed about P, then p will be in the range
± 1.965-, apart from a 5 percent risk of error.
Therefore, since: 6 = /PQ,
P n
then t 1.96 /P£ = .05;
n
rounding off, this becomes




Using the assumed P = 0.73 and Q = (1-P) = 0.27;
then:
4 x 0.73 x 0.27
n = ~ 0.0025
and
n = 315.
The finite population correction was ignored in
this calculation since the sampling fraction ^ did not
exceed 5 percent. Cochran states that when this situation




p. 5 1. I bid .
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The decision was then made to enlarge the
required sample size of 315 to GOO so as to take into
account the many probable non-respondents. Accordingly,
600 Council 51 members were chosen from the District
Council central membership roster by simple random
selection using tables of random numbers. This procedure
consisted of assigning consecutive membership numbers
to the entire membership of the Council. The random
numbers were then extracted from a random number table
o
and converted to names and addresses. Although this
procedure was quite laborious, it nevertheless assured
complete randomization in respondent selection.
In strument Design
The questionnaire was developed as follows:
1. A thorough review of the literature pertaining
to employee attitude patterns and work group descriptions
was made.
2. A number of previously used questionnaires
were carefully reviewed. Three were found appropriate
8
R . A . Fisher and F . Ya t e s , S
t
atisti cal Ta bles for
Biol
o
gical, Agri qui tural, and Medical Research (London:




for use as a basis for construction of an instrument
suitable for this study. These were:
9
a) Employee Attitudes Toward Company
This questionnaire describes private
sector employee attitudes toward
their companies. The split-half
reliability of this instrument is
0.92. Each of its items was
screened for face validity,
brevity, communicability , maximum
range of difficulty, and internal
consistency. King reports that
the items are heavily loaded on a
general factor which he interprets
as representing the employees'
general attitude or bias toward
their company. Shaw and Wright
comment "this scale seems a valid
D. C. King, "A Multiplant Factor Analysis of
Employees' Attitudes Toward Their Company," Journal
o f Applied Psychology
,
44 (1960), pp. 241-243.
Permission has been received from the
American Psychological Association to use and quote
this questionnaire, or parts thereof.
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and reliable method of assessing
employee attitudes."
12
b) Employee Attitudes Toward Union
This questionnaire was devised by
the University of Minnesota
Industrial Relations Center. Its
combined split-half reliability
coefficient for the various
13included measurements is 0.96.
Shaw and Wright state
This is a relatively valid
and reliable instrument
for assessing the attitudes
of union members toward
various facets of unions.
However, the phrasing of
the questions restricts its
use to samples of union
members . . . H
Marvin H. Shaw and Jack M. Wright, Scales for
the Me asurement of Attitudes (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1967), p. 536.
12Walter II. tlphoff and M. D. Dunne tte,
Unders tanding the U nion Member (Minneapolis: University
of Minneapolis Press, 1956), pp. 19-22.
Permission has been received from the University
of Minnesota IRC to use this instrument, or parts thereof





c) Work Group Descriptions
This questionnaire was devised by
Stogdill. The reliabilities for
the four sub-scales using Kuder-
Richardson (Formula 8) reliability
coefficients are high enough to
be useful for research purposes.
Stogdill reports significant
correlations between these scales
and various measures of supervisory
behavior and employee satisfaction.
Using the above questionnaires as a skeletal
outline, representative questions were then selected for
administering to unionized public employees. Due to the
vocational and socio-economic character of a number of
the respondents, the final questionnaire needed to
combine brevity with simplicity. Accordingly, a severe
reduction in length and substantial changes in terminology
modified these instruments considerably.
p. 28.
15Stogdill, "Manual of Descriptions."
16 Ibid.
, p. 2.
17 •StogdiLl, . ' i i tions
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It was therefore decided that the new
questionnaire should be submitted to a panel of expert
judges so that opinions as to applicability, under-
standability , unidimensionality , face validity,
communicability , and range of difficulty could be
obtained. The questionnaire was thereupon forwarded
to the staff of Council 8, AFSCME; staff of Council 51,
AFSCME; and each local president of Council 51, AFSCME
for their review. Negative comments were solicited.
The panel of judges subsequently endorsed the question-
naire and it was then prepared for mailing.
Operational Definitions
1. Union Allegiance : This definition is made
operational by questions 2, 3, 10, 20, 29, 30, and 33 of





2. Employer Allegiance : This definition is
made operational by questions 5, 12, 15, 17, 19, 27, and
32 of the survey.
3. Union : For the purposes of this study, the
union is one of the twenty- six locals of Cincinnati




District Council 51; American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees; AFL-CIO. This council
embraces the geographical area of southern Ohio and
northern Kentucky. The largest municipalities in the
council's jurisidiction are Cincinnati, Hamilton,
Ironton, Reading, Portsmouth, and Middletown, Ohio;
Newport, Louisville, Covington, Crittenden, and Bromley,
Kentucky
.
4. Employer : The institution; whether it is an
individual, an agency or department, the general public,
or something else; which the unionized public employee
perceives as representing his actual employer.
The definitions which follow are similar to those
used by Stogdill. 19
•>• V/ork Group Cohcsivcness : A unionized public
employee's perception of the inter-member harmony and
mutual support among members of his work group. This
factor is made operational by questions 13, 21, 22, and
25.
6. Work Group Produc tivity : A unionized public
employee's perception of the changes in the goal
.19
Stogdill, "Basic Concepts," pp. 673-071 and
"The Structure," p. 47.
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expectancy and goal achievement values of his work
group. This factor is made operational by
questions 14, 16, 23, and 26.
7
.
Wo rk Group Loyalty to the Employer : A
unionized public employee's perception of the degree
his work group is loyal to, and therefore supportive
of, his employer so that the structure and
operational integrity of the employer is maintained
when placed under conditions of stress. This factor
is made operational by questions 6, 7, 9, and 28.
8. Work Group Dri ve and Enthusiasm : A
unionized public employee's perception of his work
group's morale or freedom of action. This drive
and enthusiasm is not necessarily channelled into
attaining the goals of the larger organization;
indeed, the energy expended may be directed into
competing or contradictory activities. This
factor is made operational by questions 1, 3, 11,
and 18.
The definitions of quasi-professional/adminis
trative, supervisory, skilled, semi-skilled, and




sources: Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 1969
2 1Salary Schedule for the City of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
an expert panel of judges. Definitions of each of these
skill levels and an example follow:
9. Uns killed Worker s: a) Levels of 1 and 2 of
the General Educational Development (Reasoning Develop-
22
mcnt column) where:
Level 1 - Apply common sense understanding
to carry out simple one- or two-
step instructions. Deal with
standardized situations with
20
U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Employment
Service, Djx tionary of Occupati onal Titles: 1965; Vol .
I, Definitions of Titles (3rd ed. ; Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1965); Selected Charac teris-
tics of Occupati ons (Physical Demands, Working Conditions
,
1 1'ai fting Time) . A Supplement to the Dictionary of
Occupational Ti tles (3rd ed.; Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1966); and Dictionary of
Occupational Titles: 1965, Vo 1 . II, Occupational
Class ifications (3rd ed.; Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1965).
2
1
City of Cincinnati Civil Service Commission and
Department of Personnel, 19 69 Salary Schedule (Cincinnati,










occasional or no variables in
or from these situations
encountered on the job.
Level 2 = Apply common sense understanding
to carry out detailed but
uninvolved written or oral
instructions. Deal with
problems involving a few
concrete variables in or from
standardized situations.
b) Levels 1, 2, and 3 of the Specific
Vocational Preparation (SVP) required of a worker to
perform the duties of a particular job where:
Level 1 - Short demonstration only
Level 2 = Short demonstration to 30 days
Level 3 = 30 days to 3 months.
c) Salary is less than $6000.00 pa. This
salary constraint was disregarded in certain instances
where expert judgement prevailed. For example, a
Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) , City of Cincinnati, earns
a minimum of $532 7.00 and a maximum of $5 812.00 pa.






It was determined that a LPN should not be classified as
an unskilled worker as her salary would prescribe but
rather as a quasi-professional because of fairly exten-
sive training and educational requirements.
10. Semi-skilled Workers : a) Levels 3 and 4 of
the GliD where:
Level 3 = Apply common sense understanding
to carry out instructions
furnished in written, oral, or
diagrammatic form. Deal with
problems involving several
concrete variables in or from
standardized situations.
Level 4 = Apply principles of rational
systems to solve practical
problems and deal with a
variety of concrete variables
in situations where only
limited standardization exists.
Interpret a variety of instruc-
tions furnisl d in written, oral,
diagrammatic, oi hedule form.
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b) Levels 4, 5, and 6 of the SVP required
of a worker to perform a particular job where:
Level 4 = 3 to 6 months
Level 5=6 months to 1 year
Level 6 = 1 to 2 years
c) Salary is greater than $6000.00 pa. but
less than $7500.00 pa. Again, this was not an ironclad
constraint where expert judgement prevailed.
11. Skilled V.'orkers : a) Levels 5 and 6 of the
GED where:
Level 5 = Apply principles of logical or
scientific thinking to define
problems, collect data,
establish facts, and draw valid
conclusions. Interpret an
extensive variety of technical
instructions, in books, manuals,
and mathematical or diagrammatic
form. Deal with several abstract
and concrete variables.
Level 6 = Apply principles of logical or
scientific thinking to a wide
range of intellectual and
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practical problems. Deal with
nonverbal symbolism (formulas,
scientific equations, graphs,
musical notes, etc.) in its
most difficult phases. Deal
with a variety of abstract and
concrete variables. Apprehend
the most abstruse classes of
concepts
.
b) Levels 7, 8, and 9 of the SVP required
of a worker to perform the duties of a particular job
where
:
Level 7 = 2 to 4 years
Level 8 <= 4 to 10 years
Level 9 ~ over 10 years.
c) Salary is greater than $7500.00 pa. As
before, this salary constraint was used as a rough guide.
1 2 . Quas i -Professional/Administrative Workers :
a) Job titles that fall within occupational group
arrangements codes and 1 (professional, technical, and
managerial occupations), or code 2 (clerical and sales
O A
occupations) of the D.O.T.
24
U.S. Department oi I bor, Did •' , I, p. xvu
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b) Salary was not considered as a
classif icatory criterion for this category of worker.
13. Supervisory Worker : a) Any job title that
has as its last three job code digits the following
notations was classified as supervisory: .118, .128,
.130, .131, .132, .133, .134, .137, .168.
b) Salary was not considered as a
classificatory criterion for this category of worker.
An example of how one particular job was
classified should clarify the procedure used. If a
respondent classified herself as a cleaning girl,
maid, cleaning woman, matron, scrub-woman, etc.; the
job title charwoman was assigned. D.O.T. Volume I was
consulted and the charwoman D.O.T. code was found to
be 381.887. The D.O.T. Supplement was then referred
to and for that job code, the GED and SVP codes arc
or
both at Level 2. These codes caused the respondent
to be palced initially into an unskilled category using
the definitions previously assigned. Then the Cincinnati
Salary Schedule was consulted and the salary for a
charwoman was found to range between $3790.00 and
U.S. Department of Labor, Select 1 Character -
istics
, p. 64 .
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$4393.00 pa. This, according to the definitions assigned,
placed the respondent into an unskilled category.
Finally, the tentative classification of "unskilled"
which had been assigned to the respondent was submitted
to a panel of expert judges. These individuals consisted
of staff personnel of Cincinnati District Council 51.
Once the judges confirmed the tentative classification,
then the job title charwoman was permanently assigned
an unskilled rating.
Levels of union activity were defined as follows.
14. Inactive Union Member : those respondents who
marked either or both of the first two blanks.
15. Act ive Union Member : those respondents who
marked any or all of blanks three through five.
16. Union Steward : those respondents who marked
blank number nine.
17. Union Official : those respondents who marked
any or all of blanks six through eight and ten through
eleven. Where a conflict existed between being
classified as a union official or union steward, union
official took precedence.
7 f\




As can be seen, the above categories are not
mutually exclusive.
Survey Methodology
The initial contact for this study of attitude
patterns of unionized public employees was made with
Mr. Thomas A. Morgan; Director, Council 3; Ohio Public
Employees Union; and a former Director of Organization
for the AFSCME International. Mr. Morgan contacted
Mr. Al Van Hagen; Director, Cincinnati District
Council 51, AFSCME, AFL-CIO whose headquarters are in
Cincinnati, Ohio. The resulting correspondence between
the author and Mr. Van Hagen is reproduced in Appendixes
B and C.
A conference held on February 11, 1969, revealed
that although the proposed study was satisfactory to the
District Council staff, it nevertheless would have to be
submitted to the monthly meeting of the Council executive
board and Council delegates on February 24. Accordingly,
the author met with approximately 120 local union
officers, delegates, and the executive board in
Cincinnati, Ohio, on that date, giving the talk
reproduced in Appendix I).
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This governing body then voted on the proposal
and passed a resolution granting authority for the
study to be conducted. The constraints on this approval
were:
1. under no circumstances were any member's
names and addresses to be removed from the District
Council headquarters; and
2. all mailing was to be done from the
headquarter ' s office.
Information about the study was promulgated by
local union officers to their locals and district
council sanction of the study was provided on the
27
covering letters for the Union Attitude Survey.
The author then selected random numbers from
7Table VI of Fisher and Yates and randomly selected the
600 respondents. Names and addresses were transcribed
upon mailing labels. These labels were affixed to
6V x 9V 1 manila envelopes. Within each manila envelope
was inserted one Union Attitude Survey and one 4" x
white, prc-addrcsscd
,
pre- stamped envelope. Metered
first-class mail was used, using the council office
1 7See Appendixes E and F.
28 Fi si r and Yates , S I
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postage meter machine. The machine's ad "The Union for
Public Employees" was transcribed on both envelopes in
large green block letters. The return address was






Worhtington, Ohio 4 308 5
Control numbers were assigned to each respondent so that
proper follow-ups could be made.
The first mailing occurred March 13, 1969. A
29follow-up letter was mailed on March 25, 1969. Another
Union Attitude Survey with a modified cover letter was
posted on April 4, 1969. Table 2 indicates the response
rates. This table shows that of:
600 original addresses,
41 had to be eliminated from the sample
for the reasons indicated, which left
559 possible respondents.
Since 279 members responded, this yielded a 50 percent
response rate, rounded to the nearest whole number.
The respondent data was then coded and punched
into cards for use with the computer programs BMD0 >
,
29




BMD07.S, and BMD02D on the IBM 360/75 and 7094 computers
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Oppenheim indicates that late responding survey
respondents have characteristics that "... are roughly
similar to non- respondents . " He observes:
. . . It seems a general rule that the more
interested, or concerned, recipients will
reply both earlier within the (response)
waves and in earlier wcives . . .
However, Scott, who has compiled an exhaustive
review of the literature concerning survey mailing
techniques, comments:
Clearly, [this type of general rule] is not
so well substantiated as to provide a
reliable test of the presence or absence of
non- response bias; on the other hand, if
results must be used from a survey whose
response rates are modest, the surveyor
will probably be wise to estimate the
population figure by extrapolation of the






early/late bias; the estimate should improve
the accuracy of the survey results more often
than not. 2
In order to determine if the respondents in this
study were representative of the sample, the author
coded those individuals who responded very early and
very late in the designated response time frame. Four
demographic characteristics were compared, as indicated
in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. A t-test, using the standard
formula:
t = . x - 7
/6 y 2 + <Sy 2 ny + ny
nx + iiy-2 nxny
was applied to the means of these data in order to
3
ascertain whether any differences existed among them.
As can be seen in Tables 3 through 6, the early
and late respondents do not possess statistically
significant differences among the various characteris-
tics analyzed.
^Christopher Scott, "Research on Mail Surveys,"





^Edwin L. Crow, Trances A. Davis, and Margaret
IV. Maxficld, Stati M I (New York: Dover Publica




A COMPARISON OF EARLY AND LATE RESPONDENTS
RELATIVE TO HOW MANY YEARS SPENT AS A



















Difference (Mean early - Mean late) = -0.28
Standard Error of the Difference - 0.51
t » -0.55








A COMPARISON OF EARLY AND LATE RESPONDENTS
RELATIVE TO HOW MANY YEARS SPENT WORKING
AS A PUx^LIC EMPLOYEE
How Many Years
Spent Working












Difference (Mean early - Mean late) - 0.22
Standard Error of the Difference = 0.30
t = 0.74




A COMPARISON OF EARLY AND LATE RESPONDENTS



















Difference (Mean early - Mean late) - 0.44
Standard Error of Difference - 0.47
t = 0.94




A COMPARISON OF EARLY AND LATE RESPONDENTS


















Difference (Mean early - Mean late) = 0.29
Standard Error of Difference = 0.36
t = 0.81
The t test is not significant.
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The implication of this is that non-respondents
are probably not different from the respondents.
Accordingly, the conclusion is made from these data
that respondent bias does not exist to any substantial
degree
.
Statistical Tests for Testing Hypotheses
Two tests were employed for testing hypotheses:
One test consisted of the product moment
coefficient of correlation and is designated by "r".
The formula used for calculating r was
r = nE xy " E x Ev
whore n = number of respondents, and
x and y = values of categories along the
x, y axes.
The other test consisted of the "Chi-Square
test of independence in contingency tables" as described
5by Garrett. Independence values were calculated for




5 IIenry E. Garrett and R. S. Woodworth,
in P and Educ bion , 5th cd. [New York:
McK. / C | ly, Inc. , ) , | p. '6 2-264.
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z (fo - fe) 2
fe
where fo = frequency of occurrence of
observed facts, and




For ease and clarity in presenting the data
analyses, all tables necessary for substantiating the
findings have been placed in Appendix II.
The hypotheses, the analyses (at a .05 or .01
significance level) , and findings are as indicated below.
Significant findings will be discussed in Chapter V.
1. Hypo thesis I : A positive correlation exists
between respondents 1 allegiances to their union and
employer
.
Analysis : See Table 7, Appendix II. This
table reveals the existence of allegiance patterns as
summarized in the following figure.
Finding: r = +0.33. This is s' at at
the .01 significance level. The hypotl Ls is accepted.
Ibid
. ,
p . 2 5 3.
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As can be noted, 61.3 percent of the respondents
exhibit dual allegiance. As is also indicated,
33.3 percent of the respondents hold a neutral allegiance
toward either their employer, their union, or both,
2. Hypothesis II--A1 : A positive correlation
exists bet\</cen how long respondents have belonged to a
union and their union allegiance.
Analysis ; See Table 8, Appendix H.
Finding : r - +.08 which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
3- Hypothesis II--A2 : An inverse correlation
exists between how long respondents have worked as
public employees and their union allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 9, Appendix II.
Finding : r = + .04 which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
4* Hypothesis II--A3 : An inverse correlation
exists between a respondents' ages and their union
allegiance.
Analysis : Sec Table 10, Appendix II.
Finding : r = +.04 which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
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High Neutral - 21 7.6
Low/Medium
Low Neutral - 3 1.1
Neutral
High/Med-
ium High - 36 13.1
Neutral
Low/Med-
ium Low - 4 1.4




LNot equal to 100 due to rounding.
Fig. 7. - -Allegiance patterns of respondents
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•>• Hypothesis II--A4 : A higher proportion of
male respondents exhibits union allegiance than females.
Analysis : See Table 11, Appendix H.
Finding : Chi -Square at 4 d.f. = 3.99, which
is not significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
6. Hypothesis II--A5 : A higher proportion of
married respondents exhibits union allegiance than
unmarried ones.
Analysis : See Table 12, Appendix H.
Finding : Chi- Square at 12 d.f. = 2.41, which
is not significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
7. Hypothesis II--A6 : An inverse correlation
exists between respondents' skill levels and their
union allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 13, Appendix H.
Findin g : r = -0.12 which is significant at
the .05 significance level. The hypothesis is accepted.
8* Hypothesis II--A7 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' union activity and their
union allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 14, Appendix II.
Finding : r = +0.14, which is significant at
the .05 significance level.. The hypothesis is accept
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9. Hypothesis II--A8 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the union-
employer relative power balance and their union
allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 15, Appendix II.
Finding : r = +0.69, which is significant
at the .01 significance level. The hypothesis is
accepted.
10- Hypothe sis II--A9: A positive correlation
exists between a respondents' perception of union-
employer harmony and their union allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 16, Appendix H.
Finding: r +0.50, 'which is significant at
the .01 significance level. The hypothesis is accepted.
11. Hypothesis II--A10 : Proportionally, a
smaller number of respondents who perceive their employer
to be the "foreman" have union allegiance than those who
perceive the employer to have greater social distance,
such as the City Manager, or to be less tangible, such
as the general public.
Lysis : See Table 17, Appendix II.
Finding : Chi-Square at 20 d.f. 15.04,
is not sig] mt. The hypothesis is rejected.
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12. Hypothesis II--B1 : An inverse correlation
exists between how long a respondent has belonged to
a union and his employer allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 18, Appendix H.
Find ing : r = +0.11, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
13. Hypothesis II--B2 : A positive correlation
exists between how long respondents have worked as
public employees and their employer allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 19, Appendix H.
Finding: r * +0.11, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
14 • Hypothesis II- -B3 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' ages and their employer
allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 20, Appendix H.
Fi nding: r - +0.10, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
15. Hypothesis II--B4 : A lower proportion of
male respondents exhibit employer allegiance than
females
.
Analysis: See Table 21, Appendix II.
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Finding : Chi -Square at 4 d.f. = 3.07, which
is not significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
16. Hypothesis II--B5 : A higher proportion of
married respondents exhibit employer allegiance than
unmarried ones.
Analysis : See Table 22, Appendix H.
Finding : Chi-Square at 12 d.f. 10.00,
which is not significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
*?• Hypothesis II--B6: A positive correlation
exists between respondents' skill levels and their
employer allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 23, Appendix H.
Fi nding ; r ~ -0.02, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
18. Hypothesis II --B7: A positive correlation
exists between respondents' union activity and their
employer allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 24, Appendix H.
Finding : r = -.02, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
19. pothesis II--B8 ; A positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the
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union- employer relative power balance and their employer
allegiance.
Analysis : Sec Table 25, Appendix H.
Finding : r = +0.31, which is significant
at the +.01 significance level. The hypothesis is
accepted.
20* Hypothesis II--B9 ; A positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of union-employer
harmony and their employer allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 26, Appendix H.
Finding : r +0.48, which is significant
at the .01 significance level. The hypothesis is
accepted.
21. Hypothesis II--B10 . Proportionally, a
larger number of respondents who perceive their
employers to be the foreman have employer allegiance
than those who perceive the employer to have greater
social distance, such as the City Manager, or to be
less tangible, such as the general public.
Analysis : See Tables 27 and 28, Appendix II.
Finding : Chi-Square at 20 d.f. = 38.9 1, which
is significant at the .05 level. However, because of
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many cells with frequencies of less than 3, a collapsed
version of Table 27 was designed as shown in Table 28.
In this contingency Table, Chi-Square at 3 d.f. - 9.71,
which is not significant. Since Table 28 is more
accurate than Table 27, this hypothesis is rejected.
22. Hypothesis II- -CI : An inverse correlation
exists between how long respondents have belonged to
a union and their dual allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 29, Appendix H.
Findi ng : r - + 0.19 which is significant at
the .05 significance level. The hypothesis is rejected
since there is a significant positive correlation
between the two variables.
23* Hypothesis II--C2 : An inverse correlation
exists between how long respondents have worked as
public employees and their dual allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 30, Appendix H.
Finding : r = +0.24, which is significant at
the .01 significance level. The hypothesis is rejected
since there is a significant positive correlation
between the two variables.
24. Hyp i is II - -C3 : An inverse correlation
exists between r ;p ' nl'.s' ages and th ir dual allegiance
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Analy sis : See Table 31, Appendix II.
Finding : r = +0.15, v/hich is significant at
the .05 significance level. The hypothesis is rejected
since there is a significant positive correlation between
the two variables.
25 • Hypothesis II--C4 : A higher proportion of
male respondents exhibit dual allegiance than females.
Analysis : See Table 32, Appendix II
.
Finding : A two by two contingency table
which was derived for the purpose of applying the
Chi- Square analytical technique to this hypothesis
reveals that Chi-Square at 1 d.f. .005, which is not
significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
26' Hypothesis II--C5 : A higher proportion of
married respondents exhibit dual allegiance than
unmarried ones.
Analysis : See Tabic 33, Appendix H.
F inding : A two by four contingency table
which was derived for the purpose of applying the
Chi-Square analytical technique to this hypothesis
reveals that Chi-Square at 3 d.f. = 0.57, which is
not significant. The hypothesis is rejected.
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27* Hypothesis II--C6 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' skill levels and their
dual allegiance.
Analysis : See Table 34, Appendix II.
Finding : r = -0.10, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
28* Hypothe sis II- -C7 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' union activity and their
dual allegiance.
Analysis : Sec Table 35, Appendix II.
Finding : r = +0.09, which is not significant.
The hypothesis is rejected.
29. Hypothesis II--C8 : A positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the union-
employer relative power balance and their dual
allegiance
.
Analysis : See Table 36, Appendix H.
F inding : r - +0.39, which is significant at
the +0.01 significance level. The hypothesis is
accepted
.
30. Hypotl Is I] C9 : A positive correlation
exists be1 . n respond >' pe] i of union-employer
harmony and 'heir dual ' I ice.
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Analysis : See Table 37, Appendix H.
Finding : r = +0.40, which is significant
at the .01 significance level. The hypothesis is
accepted.
31. Hypothesis I I- -CIO : Proportionally, a
smaller number of respondents who perceive their
employer to be the "supervisor/foreman" have dual
allegiance than those who perceive the employer to have
greater social distance, such as the City Manager, or
to be less tangible, such as the general public.
Analysis : See Table 38, Appendix H.
Finding : A collapsed version of the frequency
data is depicted in Table 38 because of the many cells
having 3 or less responses. In this table, Chi-Square
at 1 d.f. = 0.12, which is not significant. The
hypothesis is rejected.
32 • Hypothesis III--A1 : No correlation exists
between how long respondents have belonged to a union




c) loyalty to employer, and




Analysis : For part a, see Table 39
For part b, see Table 40
For part c, see Table 41
For part d, see Table 4 2
F indings : For parts:
a) r -0.02,
b) r * -0.05,
c) r +0.01, and
d) r * -0.09,
none of which is significant. The hypothesis is accepted
in its entirety.
3 ^ • Hypothesis II I --A2 : No correlation exists
between how long respondents have worked as public




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 43
For part b, see Table 44
For part c, see Table 4 5
For pa rt d , s< < % ' ; idix 11
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Findings : For parts:
a) r - +0.03,
b) r --= -0.03,
c) r = +0.01, and
d) r = -0.03;
none of which is significant. The hypothesis is accepted
in its entirety.
34. Hypothesis III--A3 : No correlation exists





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 47
For part b, see Table 48
For part c, see Table 49
For part d, sec Table 5
Findings : For parts:
a) r = -0.03,
b) r = -0.01,




d) r « -0.04;
none of which is significant. The hypothesis is accepted
in its entirety.
35. Hypothesis III--A4 : Proportionally, there
is no difference in the responses of male and female




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 51
For part b, see Table 52
For part c, sec Table 5 3
For part d, see Table 54
Findi ngs : At 4 degrees of freedom, for parts:
a) Chi -Square - 5.03, which is
not significant;
b) Chi -Square 14.25, which is
significant at a significance
level of .01;
c) Chi -Square = 7.78, which is
not at ; and




significant at a significance
level of .05.
Parts a and c of the hypothesis are accepted. Parts
b and d of the hypothesis are rejected.
36* Hypothesis III--A5 : Proportionally, there
is no difference in the responses of married and





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 55
For part b, see Table 5 6
For part c, see Table 5 7
For part d, sec Table 58
Findings : At 12 degrees of freedom, for parts:
a) Chi -Square = 17.60,
b) Chi -Square = 10.33,
c) Chi -Square = 9.03,
d) Chi -Square = 9.05,






37. Hypothesis III--A6 : No correlation exists





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 59
For part b, see Table 60
For part c, sec Table 61
For part d, see Table 62
Findings : For parts:
a) r = -0.07,
b) r = +0.01,
c) r -0.06, and
d) r = -0.09,
none of which is significant. The hypothesis is accepted
in its entirety.
33. Hypothes is III--A7: No correlation exists








c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 63
For part b, see Table 64
For part c, see Table 65
for part d, see Table 66
Findings : For parts:
a) r = -0.07,
b) r = +.0.01,
c) r -0.06, and
d) r = -0.09,
none of which is significant. The hypothesis is accepted
in its entirety.
39. Hypothesis III--A8 : No correlation exists
between respondents' perception of the union-employer




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, sec Table 67
For part; b, sec Table 6 8
For part c, see Table 69

Ill
For part d, see Table 70; Appendix II
Findings : For part:
a) r = +0.26,
t>) r » +0.19,
c) r +0.24, and
d) r = +0.32,
each of which is significant at the .01 significance
level. The hypothesis is rejected in its entirety.
40* Hypothes is III--A 9: Mo correlation exists
between respondents' perception of union-employer harmony




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysis : For part a, see Table 71
For part b, see Table 72
For part c, see Table 7 3
For part d, see Table 74
Findings : For part:
a) r - +0.40,
10 r - +0.24,




d) r - +0.42,
each of which is significant at the .01 significance
level. The hypothesis is rejected in its entirety.
41* Hypothesi s I II--A1Q : Proportionally, there
is no difference in who respondents perceive their




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysi s : For part a, see Tables 7 5 and 76;
For part b, see Table 77;
For part c, see Table 78;
For part d, see Tables 79 and 80;
Appendix II.
Findings : a) Table 75 shows that at 20
degrees of freedom, Chi-Square is significant at a
level of significance of .01. However, upon inspecting
the Table, .12 cells are noted to have a cell frequency
of less than 3. Table 76 shows a collapsed version of
this table at 6 degrees of freedom where Chi-Square
equals 4.60 and is not significant. Since Table 76 is
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more accurate than Table 75, part a of the hypothesis is
accepted.
b) At 20 degrees of freedom,
Chi-Square = 29.86 and is not significant. Part b of
the hypothesis is accepted.
c) At 20 degrees of freedom, Chi-
Square = 14.52 and is not significant. Part c of the
hypothesis is accepted.
(I) Table 79 shows that at 2
degrees of freedom, Chi-Square is significant at a
level of significance of .01. However, upon inspecting
the Table, 12 cells are noted to have a cell frequency
of less than 3. Table 80 shows a collapsed version of
this table at 6 degrees of freedom where Chi-Square equals
3.86 and is not significant. Since Table 80 is more
accurate than Table 79, part d of the hypothesis is
accepted
.
42 • Hypothesis I II --All : There are no significant




employer, and drive and enthusiasm.
lysis : Sec Table 81, Appendix 11.
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Findings : Correlations ranged from -1-0.42 to
+0.71, all of which are significant at the .01 level.
The hypothesis is rejected.
43. Hypothesis IV-
A
: No correlation exists between




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Ana lysis : For part a, see Table 32
For part b, see Table 83
For part c, see Table 84
For part d, :ce Table 85
Findings : For part:
a) r - +0.41,
b) r = +0.40,
c) r + +0.34, and
d) r - +0.4 5,
each of which Is significant at the .01 level. The
hypothesis is rejected in its entirety.
44. h ' Ls IV--B1 h [V--D4 : No









c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
Analysi s : Because of the low numbers of
respondents falling within these categories (see
Figure 7) , an analysis of these relationships would be






The stated purpose of this research effort
was to analyze a number of attitudes held by a
selected group of unionized public employees. The
attitudes wore those of dual allegiance; union
allegiance; employer allegiance; and perceptions of
work group members concerning the group's cohesivencss
,
productivity, loyalty to employer, and drive and
enthusiasm.
Method
A questionnaire was developed which was designed
to elicit information concerning these attitudes and
lIso to provide insights into certain classif icatory
data. After the questionnaire had been reviewed by a
panel of judges, it then was administered by to
600 randomly selected public employees in southern




Cincinnati District Council 51, AFSCME, AFL-CIO. The
initial letter plus two follow-up letters were
necessary to obtain a 50 percent response rate from
this sample.
The statistical techniques used for analyzing
the data included (a) the product-moment coefficient
of correlation and (b) the Chi-Square test of independ
ence in contingency tables. Computer Programs BMD02S,
BMD0 2D, and BMD08D were used to analyze the data using
the IBM 360/7 5 and 7094 computers at The Ohio State
University.
Conclusions
The conclusions which follow are based upon
research findings which are statistically significant
at the 9 5 or 99 percent confidence levels. The
conclusion section is divided into "specific" and
"general" categories.
Specific Conclusions
1. Hypothesis I stated that "a positive
correlation exists between respondents' allegiances to
th< Lr union and employer." The data substantiate this
hypothesis. A positive coi ' i of 0. J, hich is
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significant at the .01 significance level, was calculated.
Figure 7 indicates the various patterns of allegiances
held by the respondents. A synopsis of this figure shows
that:
a) 61.3 percent of the respondents have
dual allegiance;
b) 13.1 percent of the respondents exhibit
neutral union allegiance and high or
medium high employer allegiance;
c) 10.1 percent of the respondents exhibit
neutral allegiances to both union and
employer; and
d) 7.6 percent of the respondents exhibit
high or medium high union allegiance
and neutral employer allegiance.
These data lead to the following specific conclusions
concerning allegiance patterns of the respondents:
a) The union and employer allegiances
of respondents tend to be positively
correlated
;
b) Approximately two-thirds of the
respondents tend to exhibit dual
,i 1. ! eg i a ace ;
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c) Approximately one-fifth of the
respondents tend to exhibit a form
of unilateral allegiance in that
they exhibit allegiance to one
institution but exhibit neutral
feelings toward the other; and
d) Approximately one -tenth of the
respondents tend to exhibit neutral
or ambivalent feelings toward both
union and employer.
A few observations are in order concerning the
strengths of allegiances exhibited by the respondents.
Although both union and employer allegiance measures
are positive, their means fall approximately midway in
the medium high categories. This leads one to conclude
that the respondents are favorably disposed toward both
institutions, but this disposition is not characterized
by great vigor or deep conviction. Accordingly, the
61.3 percent of the respondents who demonstrate dual
allegiance apparently do so without much enthusiasm
toward either the union or the employer. The respondents,
when vie ; both institutions as a whole, do have a
favorable outlook. Yet, it is app, hat this
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favorable attitude is some/hat tinned with indifference
or uncertainty.
2. Hypothesis II--A6 was "an inverse correlation
exists between respondents' skill levels and their union
allegiance." The data substantiate this hypothesis. A
negative correlation of 0.12, significant at a .05
significance level, was calculated. The conclusion,
therefore, is that as a respondent's skill level
increases, his level of union allegiance tends to
diminish.
3. Hypothesis II--A7 was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' union activity and their
union allegiance." The data substantiate this hypothesis.
A positive correlation of 0.14, significant at a .05
significance level, was calculated. The conclusion,
therefore, is that a respondent who exhibits union
allegiance also tends to be active in his union.
4. Hypothesis II--A8 was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the union-
employer relative pow balance and their union alleg-
iance." The data substantiate this hypothesis. A
positive correlation of +0.69, significant at a .01
significance level, was calculated. The conclusion
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which ensues is that there is a tendency for the
perception of union- employer power balance and union
allegiance to be positively related.
Inspection of the data reveals that the mean
measure of relative power balance falls midway between
the undecided and fairly equal categories. The mean of
union allegiance is measured in the medium high category.
Consequently, the above conclusion should be amplified
by stating that both attitudes are prevalent and tend
to be related but neither is particularly strong.
5. Hypothesis II--A9 was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of union-employer
harmony and their union allegiance." The data substantiate
this hypothesis. A positive correlation of 0.50,
significant at a .01 significance level, was calculated.
The conclusion, therefore, is that there is a tendency
for those respondents who perceive a relatively
harmonious relationship existing between the union and
employer to possess union all .ice.
As has been pointed out earlier, a marked
relationship between two addi linal d] loes not
describe tl > hoi* ' - ' . The
rcspoj ' Lb it Lum hj gh . : ' i*d th
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union. They perceive a reasonably harmonious relation-
ship between the union and employers. Accordingly, the
above conclusion should bo amplified by stating that
both attitudes are prevalent and tend to be related
but neither is particularly strong.
6. Hypothesis II--B8 was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the union-
employer relative power balance and their employer
allegiance." The data substantiate this hypothesis. A
positive correlation of 0.31, significant at a .01
significance level, was calculated. The conclusion,
therefore, is that there is a tendency for those
respondents who perceive the relative power-balance
between union and employer to be fairly equal or equal
to exhibit employer allegiance.
For reasons previously discussed, this conclusion
should be amplified by stating that both attitudes are
prevalent and tend to be related, but neither is
particularly strong.
7. Hypothesis II--B9 was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of union-employer
harmony and their | l.oyer al3 tee."




of 0.48, significant at a .01 signif icance level, was
calculated. The conclusion, therefore, is that there
is a tendency for those respondents who perceive a
relatively harmonious relationship existing between the
union and employer to possess employer allegiance.
As discussed earlier, this conclusion should be
amplified by stating that both attitudes are prevalent
and tend to be related, but neither is particularly
strong.
3. Hypothesis II- -CI was "an inverse correlation
exists between how long respondents have belonged to
their union and their dual allegiance." The data do not
substantiate this hypothesis. A positive correlation
of 0.19, significant at a .05 significance level, was
calculated. The conclusion, therefore, is that
respondents who exhibit dual allegiance tend to be those
individuals who have been members of a union for a
relatively long period of time.
The mean number of years that a respondent with
dual allegiance has belonged to a union is apj I ely
10. This is comparable to the mean for LI pond ats.
However , no signif I re] ;
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between union and employer allegiances and numbers of
years belonged to a union.
9. Hypothesis II--C2 was "an inverse correlation
exists between how long respondents have worked as
public employees and their dual allegiance." The data
do not substantiate this hypothesis. A positive
correlation of 0.24, significant at a .01 significance
level, was calculated. The conclusion, therefore, is
that respondents who exhibit dual allegiance tend to
be those individuals who have relatively long service
as public employees.
10. Hypothesis II--C3 was "an inverse correlation
exists between respondents' ages and their dual
allegiance." The data do not substantiate this hypothesis
A positive correlation of 0.16, significant at a .05
significance level, was calculated. The conclusion,
therefore, is that respondents who exhibit dual alle
tend to be relatively older unionized public employees.
11. Hypothesis J.I--C8 was "a p. i ; ve correlation
exists between respondents' perception of the
union-employer i ' tive power bal id their dual
allegiance." The data substantiate ' : •.
A positive co >
,
it at a . 01
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significance level, was calculated. The conclusion,
therefore, is that respondents who exhibit dual
allegiance tend to perceive the relative power-balance
between their union and employer to be fairly equal
or equal.
It is noted that respondents with dual allegiance
more often perceive an equalized relative power balance
between union and employer than do all respondents when
taken together. As discussed previously, the mean of
this perceptual measure for all respondents falls
between the uncertain and fairly equal categories. The
mean for the respondents who have dual allegiance falls
in the fairly equal category. Yet, the perception of
a fairly equal power balance between union and employer
among respondents with dual allegiance, although
prevalent, is still not a strong one.
12. Hypothesis II- -CD was "a positive correlation
exists between respondents' perception of union-employer
harmony and their dual alleg] mce." The data substan-
tiate this hypothesis. A positive correlation of 0.40
was calculated. The conclusion, thei ^, is that
pondents ho exhibit dual allegiance tend to pc

I I 6
a relatively harmonious relationship existing between
their union and employer.
13. Hypothesis III--A4b and III--A4d were
"proportionally, there is no difference in the responses
of male and female respondents relative to their percep-
tions of work group productivity and drive and enthus-
iasm." The data refute these hypotheses. Chi-Square
calculations, significant at a .01 significance level
for productivity and at a .05 level for drive and
enthusiasm, were derived. The conclusion, therefore,
is that respondents tend to perceive their work group's
productivity and drive and enthusiasm differently
based upon their sex.
14. Hypothesis III--A8 was "no correlation
exists between respondents 1 perception of the union-





c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm."
["] lata reful i his hypotln : . Po: ' e cor ' ion
coefficicnl 0.26, 0.19, 0.24, md 0.32 ,
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each significant at a .01 significance level, were
calculated. The conclusion, therefore, is that
respondents who perceive their work groups to be
cohesive, productive, loyal to the employer, and
exhibiting drive and enthusiasm tend to perceive the
relative power balance between their union and employer
to be fairly equal or equal.
As lias been previously stated, the respondents'
perception of the relative power balance between union
and employer being equal is not strong. Upon inspection
of perceptions of work group characteristics' data,
one also finds that none of these perceptions is
particularly strong. These fairly weak perceptual
attitudes may be attributable to the fact that some
respondents may not have been members of a work group.
One respondent replied that he swept the streets by
himself so the questions didn't apply. Another said
lie worked as a traffic a ;.ds worker with two other men.
He stated that one was ". . .so lazy he didn't do
any tiling" and the other was "a good worker." Acco ly,
this respondent 1 the questions Tor two d; Is,
marking doi for :h qui >
.
haps others who I id the "?" on the qi lire
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faced similar dilemmas. Whatever the cause, however,
the data reveal perceptions of work group characteristics
which range from neutral to medium high. Accordingly
,
although each of the attitudes is prevalent and tends
to be related, none can be construed as being very
strong
.
15. Hypothesis III--A9 was "no correlation exists
between respondents' perception of union- employer harmony




c) loyalty to employer, and
d) drive and enthusiasm.
The data refute this hypothesis. Positive correlation
coefficients of 0.40, 0.24, 0.49, and 0.42 respectively,
each significant at a .01 significance level, were
calculated. The conclusion, therefore, is that
respondents who perceive their work groups to be
cohesive, productive, loyal to the employer, and
exhibiting drive and enthu ; i I to perceive
relativcl/ harmonious relationship existing b< i
their union and ! iyer.

17.9
As indicated previously, although these attitudes
are prevalent and tend to be related, none is particularly
strong
.
16. Hypothesis III--A11 was "there are no
significant intcrcorrelations among respondents'
perceptions of work group cohesivencss
,
productivity,
loyalty to employer, and drive and enthusiasm." The
data refute this hypothesis. Each perceptual measure
was significantly intercorrelated with the others, at
the .01 significance level, the coefficients ranging
from +0.4 2 to +0.71. The conclusion, therefore, is
that there is a tendency for each of the described work
group perceptions to be positively related to the others.
A respondent possessing a high perception of one work
group description would tend also to possess high
perceptions of each of the others.
17. Hypothesis IV- -A was "no correlation exists
between respondents who have dual allegiance and their




c) toy a Lty to ' , !
d) drive and cntl i."
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The data refute this hypothesis. A positive correlation
of 0.41, 0.40, 0.34, and 0.4 5 respectively, each
significant at a .01 significance level, was calculated.
It is further noted that the respondents with dual
allegiance in every instance perceive their work group's
characteristics to be more favorable than do all
respondents when viewed in the aggregate.
Accordingly, the conclusion is that respondents
with dual allegiance tend to perceive their work groups
as being cohesive, productive, loyal to the employer,
and exhibiting drive and enthusiasm.
General Conclusions
1. A typology of the average respondent, using
means of the data provided, follows. The typical
respondent
:
a) has belonged to a union for 10-1 \
years
;
b) has worked as a public employee
for 10-14 years;





f) an unskilled or semi-skilled
worker; and
g) is active in his union.
This typology reveals that the average respondent
can be described as being a relatively mature, settled,
and responsible unionized public employee. Since it has
been shown that there is probably no substantial
respondent bias prevalent, then the general conclusion
that the respondents are representative of the sample
and ultimately the population can be made. It would
therefore appear that District Council 51 is composed
of relatively mature, settled, and generally responsible
members
.
2. From the data available, who a respondent
perceives his employer to be is not signific ntly
related to any of the other variables analyzed. The
conclusion from this is that perception of who the
employer is cannot be considered to be an intervening
variable between the independent and dependent
variables o(.: this study.
The majority of Loyces considered th
employer to be their ; ' ment head,
.
i
: h Lving the Lo; 'be
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the taxpayer. From this, one may surmise that the
respondents perceive a "tangible" employer to be their
"real boss" instead of an "intangible" one such as the
"taxpayers" or one with more social distance such as
the County Commissioner or the City Manager. This
supposition, although reasonably well supported by the
frequency patterns of responses, is not supported by
statistical testing.
3. Respondents with dual allegiance tend to
have the highest perception of harmony of all respondents.
Although the data were not displayed nor discussed about
the very few respondents with unilateral allegiance or
dual disallegiance, it is indeed interesting to note
that those 6 respondents with high or medium high union
allegiance and low or medium low employer allegiance
view union-employer harmony with uncertainty; the
8 respondents with low or medium low union allegiance
and high or medium high employer allegiance perceive a
disharmonious relationship; and the 2 respondents with
dual disallegiance perceive a highly disharmonious
un ion- employer cl i mate
.
The aver.- ' it has b
a harmoniou: 1st ing between union
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This perception is not a strong one, however.
The perceptions of work group characteristics
have also been shown to be significantly related to
a favorable perception of union-employer harmony.
Accordingly, the conclusion is made that a
respondent's perception of harmony in the union-employer
environment tends to be significantly related to the
dependent variables except the two unilateral allegiances
and dual disallegiance where no meaningful relationship
was derived because of the low numbers of respondents
within 'chose categories.
4. The average respondent tends to be uncertain
as to whether he perceives the relative power balance
between union and employer to be equal or imbalanced.
It has been shown that those respondents with dual
allegiance perceive the balance of power to be "fairly
equal." As an additional insight into this variable,
the 16 respondents with unilatei lJ allegiances id ' I
disallegiancc view the relative power balance between
union and employer as being :ither "highly one-sided"
or "somewhat i ' ' need." As was exp]
these data were not displayed nor di: ed because of




It was also demonstrated that favorable perceptions
of work group characteristics tend to be significantly
related to respondents' perceptions of relative union-
employer power balance.
Accordingly, the conclusion is made that a
respondent's perception of the relative power balance
between union and employer tends to be significantly
related to each of the dependent variables, except
unilateral allegiances and dual disallcgiance.
5. The average respondent lias been shown to
have a reasonably favorable outlook toward the
institutions and groups with which he is associated.
However, he gives the impression of not being deeply
committed to any of thorn. A review of the data reveals
that few respondents were willing to commit themselves
to a strongly agree or disagree position in the
questionnaire. This could be due to apathy. tt could
also be due to lack of agreement toward policies and
actions of both institutions and the pi cos of the
work groups. The d I reveal only that the attitudes
held by the respondents are generally favorable but
none is particularly strong.
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The substantive significance of this research
effort is based upon the facts that:
1. The research was conducted of real -world,
unionized public employees.
2. Hypotheses, and conclusions substantiated
from private sector studies were used to formulate
hypot hoses for this study. This feature allows a
general comparison to be made of this study's findings
with the findings of private sector studies. This
comparison will be found in the next chapter.
3. The methods used and conclusions derived from
this study should provide bases for important further




This study inquired into the attitudinal patterns
of the membership of one district council ol : the AFSCME.
It is recommended that future attitude studies of
unionized public employees b I >adened to include
iployees in other public unions, ' ra] workers, and
public ;ec tor prof ; ' , ees
.
The pros ' . ; und
peri-'! i ilo; I a fairly li
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relationship between their union and employer. Other
studies should be instituted during recognized periods
oL? hostility. Since the favorable attitudes toward both
union and employer in this study were not found to be
particularly strong, possibly conflict situations would
reveal substantial modifications in attitude patterns.
A mail questionnaire was the source of most
data for this research. Fifty percent of the sample
responded to the questionnaire. The research effort
had been strongly supported by union officials and had
received wide-spread publicity. It is felt that the
fifty percent response rate was about the maximum
obtainable from the sample. It is therefore recommended
that future researchers attempt to improve upon this
response rate by conducting personal interviews of
sample members. [f proper cooperation between union
and employer could be obtained, and the interviews
conducted during the employee's work day, the number
of rejections could probably be subst Lily 1 i tinished.
i re obtained in Is
study which were compared
.
tor





(see C] ir VI), ' ' 'uld
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analyze attitudes of two very similar groups of private
and public sector workers such as municipal and private
transit workers or public and private shipyard personnel.
A specific comparative analysis of attitudes under
similar environmental conditions should prove useful
and beneficial in the understanding of unionized public
employee attitudes.
One final recommendation concerns the need to
devise more discriminating tools to assess attitudes of
unionized public employees. Further validation of the
instrument used in this research is needed. Tools to
probe more deeply into the theoretical foundations of





The findings and conclusions just presented were
directed toward analyzing specific attitude patterns
of a randomly selected group of unionized public
employees. This final chapter is devoted to carrying
out step 4 of the "Research Objectives Paradigm"
(see Figure 2 of this study) which stated in essence
that comments generalized from the conclusions of this
study would be discussed and general comparisons of
private and public sector employee attitudes would be
made
.
Length of union membership, how many years
worked as a public employee, age, sex, and marital
status were not signifi itly related to Lon
allegiance, as was hyp* Lzed. Union allegianc
related only to a member's ski] I ' I ad his union
activity.
None of the hypothesized relation ' iced
from the various private sec udies cited were
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found to be significantly related to employer allegiance.
The dual allegiance analysis also was not
entirely comparable to private sector study results.
For example, in the private sector, it was revealed
that long service employees have a lower probability
of demonstrating dual allegiance. Exactly the opposite
conclusion was made for this study.
Every measure of allegiance was positively
related to the intervening variables of perceptions of
relative power balance and of harmony, as was deducted
from private sector study results. Mo relationship
was found to exist between perception of who one's
employer is and his allegiance patterns.
The implication of these findings is that public
and private sector attitude patterns relating to
allegiance are not markedly similar. Yet, if they
are not similar, then are they substantially different?
The answer to this question would have to be no.
Differences in | nis of allegiance appear to be more
of degree than of kind. The private sector studies
generally demonsl i rong convictions and
its to one or the other, or both In Ions
simultaneously. These : I

in the public sector. One might say that the attitudinal
complexion of this group of public employees could be
characterized by blandness. When higher than average
institutional or group commitments were revealed, they
seemed to occur among those respondents who had the
most to gain from both union and employer. These were
the long-service, older, settled employees who more than
likely possessed both considerable seniority and also
substantial vested pension rights. Employees in this
category appear to view the union as an agency designed
to wrest the traditional "more" as regards the terms
and conditions of their employment rather than as a
dynamic, viable, and socially conscious organization.
Concurrently, the employer appears to be viewed simply
as the means available to satisfy the physiological
and security needs of life.
These perceptions of the union and employer are
itill compatible with '' :r's statement, quot
earlier, that dual allegiance depends upon a tendency
for workers to p< : ve their wc ' lituation as i i hole.
Certainly, the (Tin the private sector stud]
' th is s tudy ! ' ' d the
'
i i Lous of i and ' I
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as both institutions viewed simultaneously, depending
upon the external environment. The major difference
between the public sector workers of this study and
private sector workers appears to be the lower level
of personal commitment to union and employer which is
demonstrated.
The perceptions of work group characteristics
also mirror this tendency. Strong positive relation-
ships were found among each of the perceptual measures,
yet none of the underlying measures were found to be
particularly strong.
One may imply from this discussion that based
upon the attiti ' s and perceptions of the respondents
to this study and the results of previously conducted
private sector studies, public and private sector
attitude patterns are reasonably comp Le. However,
as has been stated, public employees tend to be less
deeply committed to their unions and employers, to both
of these institutions when viewed in the i e
,
to their Lndi\ I ' [roups, than are private
. r emp I s . he the r '
enthus Lasi i is a Lon of la< ' o I i onal
.





the personality of individuals who accept public
employment, dissatisfaction with employment policies
and practices of public employers or some other
phenomenon cannot be predicted from existing studies.
The foregoing discussion also implies that the
large body of literature which exists relative to
union-employer relationships in the private sector is
broadly applicable to public sector employees. However,
such an implication should be received with caution
since little, if any, research lias been conducted








1. Please read each statement carefully.
2. Decide how well the statement describes your feelings.
3. Then c ircle the symbol which best describes your feelings.
4. The symbols are:
SA - Strongly Agree
A = Agree
7 = Uncertain, Undecided, or Doesn't Apply
D = Disagree
SD - Strongly Disagree
1. The work group that I work with most of the time
ohow3 a lot of pep and enthusiasm. SA A ? D SD
2. Union members are usually good people to work with. SA A ? D SD
3. The work group that I work with most of the time
work3 hard on any job it undertakes. SA A ? D SD
'
. My employer and my union have mutual respect for each other. SA A ? D SD
5. My value to my work group is recognized by my supervisor. SA A ? D SD
6* The work group that I work with most of the time would
support our employer in almost any emergency. SA A ? D SD
7. The work group that T work with most of the time feels
it is part of the management team. SA A ? D SD
0. My union steward is firm in dealing with management. SA A 7 D SD
9. The work group that I work with most of the time feels
a strong loyalty to our employer. SA A 7 D SD
10. My union would be quick to defend any member who didn't
get a fair deal from his employer. SA A 7 D SD
11. The work j>roup that I work with most of the time
tackles any job with enthusiasm. SA A 7 D SD
12. I like working with my fellow employees. SA A 7 D SD
13. The people in the work group that I work with most of
the time are very cooperative with each other. SA A 7 D SD
14. The work group that I work with most of the time turns
out more work than most of the other groups here. SA A 7 D SD
151 I like my work. SA A 7 D SD
3.G. The work group that I work with most of the ti haa an
excellent production record. SA A 7 D SL
17. I feel secure in my job. SA A 7 D SD
10. The people in the work group that I work with most of
the time try to be best in everything SA A 7 D SD
19. My supervisor is quick to tal plainta
that I bring to him/her. A 7 D SD
20. There Isn't i I ti r union than the C belong to.
2] . TI I of.
the Li ; they can d i ol her.
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22. The people in the work group that I work with most of
tho time stand up for each other. SA A ? D SD
23. The work group that I work with most of the time turns
out as much work as our employer expects. SA A ? D SD
24. My employer and my union work well together to solve
problems. SA A ? D SD
25. The people in the work group that I work with most of
the time work together as a team. SA A ? D SD
26. My work group's work seems to drag. SA A ? D SD
27. Considering everything about my job, I an fairly
well satisfied with working where I do. SA A ? D SD
23. The work group that I work with most of the time is divided
in it3 loyalty to our employer and our union. SA A ? D SD
29. I think my union dues are a good investment. SA A ? D SD
30. My union makes new members feel it is worthwhile for
them to belong. SA A ? D SD
31. My union gets a "good deal" for me when it negotiates
with my employer. SA A ? D SD
32. If I ware starting over again, I would probably work
where I do now. SA A ? D SD
33. I think my union i3 in the right in most of the disputes
I know of. SA A ? D SD
For this part of the questionnaire:
1. Please read each statement carefully.
2. Place a check in front of the item which describes you .
3 1!. The union local that I am a member of is
_
"(please write in the name and local m.
of your union local.)
35. I have spent the following number of years a3 a member of a union:
4 years or less 5-9 years 10-14 years 15-19 years
20-24 years 25-29 years 30 years or more
36. I have worked as a public employee for:
4 ye-ir3 or less 5-9 years 10-14 yc irs 15-19 y






























. ?!y work classification is: (Fill in wh /our classification is; such as, garage
maintenance man, sewer worker, welfare worker, doctor, meter-reader , clerk-typist,
and eo on. Use the work classification that is carried on your employer's schedule
of jobo):
11. Some people ask me "Who is your boss?" I know that I work for a public employer,





the head of my department (like the Water Commissioner, Superintendent of Schools,
Chief of Police, County Engineer, and so on.)
the taxpayers (that is, the general public.)
other (explain)_
'42. Check as many of the statements below that may apply to you:
I am not active at all in my union. I don't read the union newspaper or other
union literature. I don't attend any of the meetings. I simply pay my dues.
I occasionally read union literature. I rarely attend any of the meetings. i
sometimes wear my membership pin.
1 keep up with union affairs fairly well. I attend union meetings occasionally.
I attend union meetings fairly often. I'm fairly knowledgeable about current
union issues
.
J attend every union meeting I can. The meetings I have missed have been
because of something I could not control like sickness, wife working, shift
work, no one to take care of the kids, and so on.
'
I am now, or have been within the past year, a member of a local (lodge)
~ committee
.
I am now, or have b en within the past year, a convention delegate.
I am now, or have been within the past year, a delegate to the district
council
.
I am now, or have ben within the past year, a steward or committeeman.
I am now, or have been within the past year, a member of a bargaining
(negotiating) committee.
I am now, or have been within tl year, a local (lodge) officer.
Thank you for your help. Please place the questionnaire in tl I








Correspondence from Author to Director,
Cincinnati District Council 51,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO

The Ohio Slate University
College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences
1775 South College Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
February 7, 1969
Mr. Al Van Ilagen
2607 Vine Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
Dear Mr. Van Hagen:
I am a researcher at Ohio State University (on a
leave of absence from the U.S. Navy) studying
attitudes of unionized public employees. I've had
a long chat with Mr. Tom Morgan here in Columbus
concerning my project and he has voiced his support
for what I 'm doing.
I would like to arrange an appointment with you,
Mr. Van Ilagen, fairly early this week, if possible.
What I'll be asking during this meeting will be
how I can obtain the names and mail addresses
of approximately 10% of the council membership so
that I can mail out my questionnaire. I'll call
you Monday to arrange our meeting.
I think this study will reveal some interest]
insights into the attitudes of unionized public
employees. The purpose of the survey is to measure
a set of attitudes that have been very thoroughly
documented in the private sector. If Liar attitudes
held by the b rship of Council 51, then a
general conclusion can be reached that the la
body of litei : which does exist in the private
sector is lil ble to unionized pul
employees. tu illy, i' !| p -vale you h cop ;
of the epics t i he f inaJ , ' her
informa t i on you ' requ i
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Mr. Al Van Ilagen
Page --two
February 7, 1969
I look forward to meeting you and visiting Cincinnati.
Very truly yours,
/S/ George B. Biles

APPENDIX C
Correspondence from Author to Director,
Cincinnati District Council 51,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO

The Ohio State University
College of Social and
Behavioral Scienc
1775 South College Road
Columbus, Ohio 4 3210
February 12, 1969
Mr. Al Van 1 1 agon
2607 Vine Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45 2 19
Dear Mr. Van Hagen:
It was a pleasure meeting you, Nolan, and Jim yesterday
in Cincinnati. I want to confirm by letter some of the
things we discussed in regards to our attitude survey.
First, our survey will cover all 26 locals of Council
51. We will send questionnaires to a L02 random sample
of the total bership of about 6,000. This means,
of course, about 600 council members will receive the
questionnaire. They will be mathematically selected so
that those individuals receiving the questionnaire will
have been chosen by pure c3\ance alone. I want to
emphasize that the list of 600 names and addresses will
never leave my possession. I'll use it only to address
envelopes. As soon as I finish mailing the materials
for our stud/, I'll have no further need for the list
and will promptly destroy it. If you .. it me to sign
a statement or some sort of contract to this effect,
I'll be happy to do so.
Second, the questions contained in the questionnaire
are designed to find out the attitudes members have
toward their work group, union, and employer. A
ijority of the qu is have been used in many
studies of union members in the private sector. hat
we are hoping to In our study is that public
..
ees have the same ions, drives,
and aspirations 'icir brother union ' n the
prival !' . Our question , ' -i /ell






Mr. Al Van Hagen
Page --two
February 12, 1969
a union knows about the attitudes of its members,
the better that union can serve its members.
Third, the results we get will be provided to each
union president, to yourself, and to any other member
who indicates he would like them. Also, I'll be
pleased to talk about our findings with any local or
individual who might be interested in such a discussion.
Finally, if there is any other information you need or
questions you wish to ask, please let us know. Our
group feels that a study of this kind has great
practical use, both for union members and also for the
academic community. Because we do feel this way, we
are willing to devote the 8 to 9 months it takes to
conduct it. We are anxiously awaiting the go-ahead
signal from the Executive Board so we can get to work
on this long-needed study.
Very truly yours,
/S/ George E. Biles

APPENDIX D
Speech Given by Author to AFSCME Delegate
Meeting, February 24, 1969

The following remarks were made at the monthly District
Council 51 meeting, AFSCME Headquarters, 2607 Vine
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, commencing at 3:15 P.M.,
February 24, 1969:
Speaker Remarks
President of The meeting will come to order.
District Council We shall now pledge allegiance
51, Mr. Donald J. to the flag.
Burke, Sr.
All officers and (Pledge of allegiance)
delegates present
(about 120)
Mr. Burke: We will no -./ depart from our
usual opening so that I can
present to you Mr. George
Biles. He is a Lieutenant
Commander on leave from the
U.S. Navy to do some work
at The Ohio State University.
He is studying public employees
and their attitudes.
Mr. Biles: Thank you and good evening. I
will only take a few utes of
your time. I'm involved in doing
a major study of various attitudes
of unio.i I pub] ic em; ' es .
I'm here tonight, thinks to the
help of your council president,
Mr. Don Burke, and your council
director, Mr. AL V i H gen, to
tell you briefly '.hat we're
trying to find out at Ohio State
and ask you for your assistance
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Mr. Tom Morgan who is the state
director for research and labor
education for Ohio Public
Employees, made a comment that
I'd like to quote to you: "Public
employees are not different from
private employees - they have the
same desires, goals, and needs as
others who are in the private
sector.
"
Well, -in a nutshell, this is
just what our OSU research project
is trying to show - that those of
us who are in the employ of the
public arc no different from
private sector people. We put
on our pants one leg at a time,
we fight traffic jams, we look
for the best prices in the stores,
and so on. Our study will ask
questions that have been asked of
thousands of private sector
ployees over the years. Then
we'll compare your answers to the
answers of private sector employ
and, wo expect, public and private
employee answers will be pretty
much the same. If they are, and
' Ly think they will be, then
we can conclude that unioniz d
public employees have the same
attil ' that any other union
member has throughout the entire
labor movement.
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been selected by a lottery - eve
one has the same odds of being
selected or not selected to
•eceive a questionnaire - it's
strictly chance. There will be
42 questions. These questions
will ask your opinions - like "do
you agree or disagree that your
supervisor gives you a square
deal on the job?" They'll ask
you your age, how long you have
been a member of a union, and so
on. The union officials who have




One point, your responses to these
questions will be completely
anonymous. No one will know who
wrote the answers. I've given the
questionnaire to some people in
Columbus and it t: bout 10
minutes to an the whole thing,
We'll have a stamped envelope with
it. All the 600 of you who get
it 'nave to do is spend about 10
lutes of your ti i id op
your responses in the mail box.
It means a lot to us at OSU that
you answer. If our study is going
to be successful, as many of you
i receive the questionnaire will
have to respond as possible. So
Lp us out along these lines -
p 1 e a s e .
Some of you mdering just
use all this work is.
the - -e lo> i why we
he an
about pub] ic tides.
i s the h of
s
.




these days! I could go down a
>k City Manager Krabach right now
who the Council 51 negotiators are
and he'd sui ow who I was
talking about! Second, the union
leadership needs to know your
i.itudes. With such rapid growth,
it's hard to keep up with what the
members want and think. As your
council director has said, the
better we know what the members
think, then the better the union
can serve the membership. And
third, a university lias an
obligation to try to learn as much
as it can about such an important
and growing movement as unions of
public employees. And Ohio State
has always tried to be number one
in that respect, as well as number
one in football!
Thank you, Mr. Burke, Mr. Van Hagen,
and ladies and gentlemen for letting
me have the time to talk to you.
Tom Morgan up in Columbus told me
Council 51 was probably the
strongest, best-organized council
of AF members in the state.
I feel it is a ,ge to be able
to do research here. I only ask
for your . istance, your endorse-
ment, and your approval. nk
you.
Mr. Burke: Thank you. Hi . call the
rol I.
.
(At this point, the director of Couni LI 51, Ir. Al
t, approached Mr. Biles and tl For his
1 k. He then i mainder of






Cover Letter Sent with First Mailing of
Union Attitude Survey

American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, . L-CIO
Brother Union Member:
This study being conducted by members of the Ohio State University
haa my approval. I urge you to find the time to sit down, fill out the
questionnaire, and return it as soon as possible. Ohio State will
provide us with the final results of their study. By learning more




Director, District Council 51
AFSCME, AFL-CIO
.''.'.',;'




You have been randomly selected by chance to participate in
an attitude survey of unionized public employees. The survey
is part of a research project being conducted at Ohio State
University. V/e need as many union members as possible to fill
out the questionnaire so that we get good results. Please fill
out the enclosed questionnaire and return it to us in the
iped envelope we have provided. We will provide the results
of our study to your Council 51 Officer.'; and to your local
union presidents. This is your chance to let them know how
you fe<d
.
Your individual answers will be completely anonymous and
confidential.
Thank you for your tim ' 'fort.
Union Rosea rch (
Ohio St tte Univei lity

APPENDIX F
Cover Letter Sent with Second Mailing of
Union Attitude Survey

CINCINNATI DISTRICT COUNCIL NO. 51
/JtK&Ucax. fyedeSKitio+i o£ Statu, CaarMf. cutd Miuiicipal CriiplayezA. \
AFL-CIO
2107 VINE STREET CINCINNATI. OHIO -1521* PHONE: J2I-JI4?
March 51, 1969
Dear Union Member:
Ohio State University hoe been conducting a study of
unionized public employee attitudes. They have sent quest-
ionnaires to you to find out what you think of your employer-,
your union, and your work group.
A number of you have not anav/ered this survey. Your
answers are very important to Ohio State, If they are to
got good results, a3 many of you ao possible roust answer
thia questionnaire.
District Council 51 supports thia survey* Wo po33ad
a resolution authorizing it at our Fobruary meeting. I
urge you to cooperate with the university and answor thoir
questionnaire. It i3 a short one and won't toka much timo»
Pleeoe do it now.
Sincorcly youra,




THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF AD KINISTIATIVt SCI r. NCI
March 51, 1969
Dear Union Member:
V/e ore enclosing another copy of our union attitudo
questionnaire for you to fill out in cose you mioplocod,
lost, or discarded your first one. V/e n ir answers
very muc h. Our research will bonofiF~the entire public
unio'n movement by revealing what the I dual union
member Lly thlnkn. This will be your final opportunity
to porticipoto in this important undertaking.
The three letters which have been moilod to you
ropronont an expense of 30 cents in stomps alone. Multi-
ply that figure by about GOO union membe I ah
seo how much ra t wo are spending on this 3tiuly. If wo
ore willing to invest that much, won't you invest ten
minutes of your time to i c the questions, ' ic fill














A Union Attitude Survey was mailed to 600 members of
District Council 51, AFSCME recently. Many members
have answered. Some have not. If you are one of
those few who haven't would you please help us by
filling out the questionnaire and returning it as
soon as possible.
The delegate council of your union, which is made
up of your District Council officers, Council staff,
all the local officers (one who is an International
Vice-President) and Council delegates voted on this
at their monthly meeting in February. Letting Ohio
State do this survey was approved by resolution at
that meeting.
All we need now is y_our cooperation. If you haven't
mailed your copy of ; questionnaire back yet, then
we ask you to fill it out and mail it back today.
It will only take about ten minutes of your time.
We do need y_ou_r help !





or Un ion R '. oup
Ohio State University
Copies to:
Mr. Donald J. Burke , Sr . , P ' '.-1151
Mr. Al Van il 51
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This study investigated certain unionised public
employees 1 attitudes in an environment of perceived ^>ny*
The scope of analysis included:
1. an inquiry into unionised public employees'
attitudes toward their union and employer
and the relationship between these attitudes;
2. an inquiry into the extent of "dual all ' ice"
toward both union and employer exhibited by
the s e erapl oye e s
;
3. an inquiry into these employees' perceptions
of their work groups' cohesiveness, pr
,
loyalty to employer, and drive and enthus
'
4-. an analysis of personal classificatory data
concerning the respondents which inc
their length of membership in a union, how
many year : spent as a b : •
sex, ma r\ bo] bus, LU level, 1 vel of

2union activity, perception of who their e -
ployer is, perception of harmony/conflict
between union and employer, and perception
of the relative union-employer pov/er balance;
and
5. the relationships between these various
attitudes and the classificatory data,
A mail survey was made of 600 members of Cincinnati
District Council 51 of the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO which is located in
southern Ohio and northern Kentucky.. A 50$ response rate was
realized.. Either product-moment coefficients of correlation
or Chi-Square tests of independence in contingency tables
were used to determine the degree of relationships in each
of the analyses.
The results indicated that:
1. 61.3$ of the respondents exhibit "dual alle-
giance"
;
?.+ 13.1 % exhibit neutral union allegiance and
positive employer allegiance;
3.- 10.1$ exhibit neutral allegiances to both
union and employer;
!V. 7.6^ exhibit positive union allegiance and
neutral e loyer alle ;iance;
attitudes toward union and employ
p o s i b i ve ly cor ro 1 a ted;

6. : 11 level and union alle re in-
versely correlated;
7. union activity and union allegiance -ire
positively correlated
;
8. the perception of union-employer relative
power bo lance is positively cor Lth
union allegiance, employer allegiance, Lual
allegiance, and the perceptions of work group
characteristics
;
9. the perception of union-employer harmony is
positively correlated with union allegiance,
employer allegiance, dual allegiance, and
the perceptions of work group characteristics;
10. how long respondents have belonged to their
union, how lone; they have worked as public
employees, and their age are positively
correlated with dual 3lle ; nee;
11.. perceptions of work group productivity and
work group drive and enthusiasm are signifi-
cantly related to sex;
12. perceptions of work group cohesiveness, pro-
ductivity, loyalty to employer, and drive and
enthusiasm are significantly intercorr ] ; ;
13. perceptions of work group col , o-
dud Lvity, loyalty to employer, and drive
and enthusiasm are positively cor :h
dual alle ' le*

4A general comparative analysis was made of the
results of this study and results of various studies in-
volving attitude patterns of private sector unionized per-
sonnel. The conclusion was made that the attitud hich
were compared between private and public sector employees
are not markedly different, '/here differences do exist,
they appear to be more of -legree than of kind. The public
sector employees of this study appear to be less committed
to their union, employer, and work groups and shou lower
levels of dual allegiance than do those reported about in
private sector studies, however..







